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Dear Mr. Wolf:

The proposed regulations developed by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) concerning review procedures under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for geologic repositories for
high-level waste were referred to me for evaluation. As a
preliminary matter, I want to apologize for responding late in
the process and to express my appreciation for your efforts to
seek out the Council's comments. Those efforts demonstrate the
value which you and the Commission place on protecting the
quality of the environment.

The regulations proposed by NRC set forth how it perceives its
NEPA responsibilities in connection with a license application

,-submitted by the Department of Energy (DOE) for a high-level
aste repository in accordance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act,
Is amended (NWPA). As I mentioned when we met in August, my
primary concern with the proposed regulations is-the scope of
NRC's review of the environmental impact statement (EIS)
submitted by DOE for the repository.

The NWPA requires DOE to recommend to the President one site for
a nuclear waste repository. The recommendation must be
accompanied by a final EIS. If the President and Congress concur
in the recommendation, DOE must submit to the NRC an application
for a construction authorization for the repository. 42 USC S
10134(a) and (b).

Any EIS prepared in connection with a repository proposed to be
constructed by DOE "shall, to the extent practicable, be adopted
by the [NRC] in connection with the issuance by the [NRC] of a
construction authorization and license for such repository." To
the extent that an EIS is adopted by NRC, "such adoption shall be
deemed to also satisfy the responsibilities of the ENRC) under
the National Environmental Policy Act... and no further
consideration shall be required...." 42 USC S 10134(f).

The judicial review provision of the NWPA gives exclusive
jurisdiction to the United States Courts of Appeals over any
i.vil action for review of "any environmental impact statement
:epared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act...."
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42 USC S 10139(a)(1)(D). Such an action must be brought within
180 days of "the decision or action involved...." 42 USC s
10139(b).

NRC's proposed regulations address the standards and procedures
to be used in adopting a DOE EIS. NRC states that it will
conduct a "thorough" review of DOE's draft EIS and will provide
comments on its adequacy. The agency also states that it will
"find it practicable to adopt DOE's EIS (and any DOE
supplemental EIS)" unless (a) NRC's action differs in an
environmentally significant way from the action described in
DOE's license application, or (b) significant and substantial new
information or new considerations render DOE's EIS inadequate.
Proposed Rules at 2.

While NRC recognizes its ability to adopt DOE's EIS, it views the
NWPA as limiting the scope of its review of that EIS.
Specifically, NRC cites the NWPA's directive to adopt DOE's EIS
"to the extent practicable" and interprets this as requiring it
to give substantial weight to DOE's findings. Proposed Rules at
20-21. Further, the agency notes that its adoption of a DOE EIS

-is deemed to satisfy its NEPA responsibilities and that "no
urther consideration shall'be required;" NRC concludes that this

,appears to counsel against the wide-ranging independent
examination of environmental concerns that is customary in NRC
licensing proceedings." Id. at 21.

The NWPA's judicial review provision is also said to limit NRC's
consideration of NEPA issues. NRC states that review of DOE's
EIS must be sought, if at all, within 180 days after DOE makes
its recommendation to the President. If the EIS is judged to be
adequate for purposes of the site recommendation made by DOE,
further litigation of the issues in NRC adjudications would be
precluded. Moreover, if an issue bearing on the adequacy of the
EIS could have been raised, but was not raised in a timely
manner, the judicial review provision operates as a bar to a
challenge at a later date in NRC proceedings. Proposed Rules at
22.

Thus, NRC regards the scope of its NEPA review to be narrowly
constrained, with those issues which are ripe for consideration
after issuance of DOE's EIS being excluded from an independent
examination by NRC. Proposed Rules at 22. The agency takes the
position "that the NWPA and the principles of res judicata
obviate the need for an entirely independent adjudication of the
adequacy of the EIS" prior to adoption by NRC. Id. at 30.
-cording to NRC, "[tihe factors discussed above make it entirely
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reasonable for the Commission not to reopen issues that have
been, or could previously have been, brought before the courts
for resolution." Id. at 32. "The consequence of this approach
is that the Commis-IMn would carry out a licensing review to
assure that a repository could be operated safely -- but that it
would, in general, treat as settled those other issues arising
under NEPA." Id. at 34.

These proposed regulations appear to allow NRC to adopt the
final EIS issued by DOE without the independent analysis required
under the CEQ regulations for the adoption of another agency's
EIS. See 40 CFR S 1506.3; see also "'CEQ Guidance Regarding KEPA
Regulations," 48 Fed. Reg. 34263, 34265 (1983). NRC's rationale
for this is that the EIS should be deemed adequate unless a court
says it is inadequate. The reliance on judicial action is based
upon the NWPA's provisions for adoption "to the extent
practicable" and for judicial review.

I disagree with this interpretation of the NWPA, and read the
-- hrase "to the extent practicable" to mean just that: after

joking at DOE's EIS and evaluating it, NRC should adopt some or
ail of it in order to avoid unnecessary duplication. In
addition, I do'not read the judicial review provision as
requiring someone to challenge the adequacy of an EIS for the
waste repository within 180 days of its issuance hy DOE.

Clearly, if a court deems DOE's EIS adequate, NRC is in no
position to aject that finding (althougl' -hat does not
automatically mean that the EIS is acceptable for NRC's
purposes). The absence of any litigation on DOE's EIS, however,
should not allow NRC to adopt the EIS without its own evaluation.
The absence of litigation, for whatever reason, offers no
authoritative conclusion as to the adequacy of the EIS. Further,
there is an excellent chance that any litigation brought
challenging DOE's EIS will not be completed by the time NRC needs
to make its licensing determination.

A better approach would be for NRC to do an independent
evaluation of DOE's EIS, taking any court decisions into account,
and determine on the basis of that evaluation whether to adopt
the document. At the NRC licensing proceeding, intervenors
could raise as an issue the propriety of NRC's adoption decision,
e.g., that the EIS was not adequate for NRC's purposes for
whatever reasons. If the intervenors raised issues which had

en raised in litigation, NRC could defer to the court,
,,..though this would delay an NRC decision.
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In this way, issues relating to the adequacy of DOE's EIS wouldbe litigated only once, and NRC would fulfill its obligation
under NEPA and the CEQ regulations to independently evaluate anEIS before adopting it.

I hope these comments have been useful to you. Please do nothesitate to call me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

0eC, !a 4wC
Lucinda Low Swartz 1
Deputy General Counsel
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NIh Compliance for ILW Repositories -ComSent Analysis

Comsent

st Nevada Nuclear Waste ?ask force
1 1 The proposed rule doesn't display understanding of the

role of providing NEPA documentation for license
application. lot site selection. in the context of an
115 arisiag froa a legotator-selected site.

Response

The final rule provides for NKh review witn respect
to a Negotiator-selected site to foliow custotary
practice.

2 The proposed rule doets not consider the iikelihood
thata court will find the IRIS in part inadequate, in
which case the Commission would have to review the
decision and IRIS to determine impact on the license
applicatiot, including adequacy of the SAR.

A judicial finding of inadequacy of Doi
or in toto. could be new information or
consideration necessitating independent

E IS. in part
a new
INC review.

1 3 The proposed rule does not consider situation in which
a court might not decide IIS challenge before NBC
reaches Its licensiug determination, in which case NIC
should review environmental issues.

I 4 The proposed rule does not consider the possibility
that a court might delay its decision on the adequacy
of a IllS until it sees the Comtission's findings in a
licensing decision.

I 5 The suggestion that members of the public who bad been
repretented by state officials in' prior judicial
proceedings might be precluded fros raising issues
anew is inconsistent with NBC intervention rules and
reflects prejudice vs. citizen participation.

1 6 Tbe proposed rule overlooks the possibility that a
party might decide to litigate basic issues regarding
adequacy oi the repository in PIC licensing
proceedings (and then in court) rather than in a XEPA
challenge to the FlIS.

s* State of Nevada (Nuclear Waste Project Office)
2 1 Although NBC and DOi each has its part in the same

major federal action, each agency must evaluate
environmental consequences of entire project and
determine independently whether NIPA has been
satisfied.

2 2 The statutory provisions with respect to adoption
merely restate prior law, compromising independent
review only where the responsible agency is forbidden
to act as NIhPJ ight otherwise demand or its ability
to carry out its duties would be frustrated.

2 3 The proposed rule aisapplies the concept of
*practicability. NEPA itself requires use of all
practicable means to accomplish environtental
objectives and this does not require comprotise of an
agency's more specific statutory responsibilities.

A prior judicial decision is not a prerequisite to PRC|
adoption of the DOI EIS.

It is unlikely the court would defer its ruling, since
the issues would be ripe and no special NRC expertise
is needed. However, in the event of deferral. NiC
would adopt the IIS (absent the other factors
specifiei in the rule).

failure to raise the issues by persons with knowledge
and an interest would result in their being tise
barred evea they were not estopped by virtue oi their
representation by State officlais.

IMPA requires that challenges to the 115 be litigated
promptly. Although NIC's final decision would re
subject to judicial review. its adoption under the
standards of the rule wouid oe in accordance with law
and hence upheld ^ the terits.

Under WPA. Congress intends for 18C to adopt the FIS
in the absence of substantial new information or new
considerations.

The NRC view is that NWPA was intended to make a
substantive change in the law.

As indicated by the discussion ot the proposed rule.
Congress intended NRC to adopt the DOI ISi if at all
possible - i.e., absent new information or new
considerations. The State's citations do not mandate
a different view.
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NEPJ Compliance for ELV Repositories - Comment Analysis

ResponseConsent

2 4 Tbe performance of NIPI'duties by RIC would not
frustrate the Cosmission's ability to carry out its
specific statutory duties, including the issuance (if
otbercise warranted) of a construction authorization
witbin a three (or fouri year period.

2 5 The statutory provision that 'no further consideration
shall be required' after adoption does not remove
environmental issues from litigation, mince under
Calvert Cliffs NBC must consider the [IS and
environmental factors through agency review processes.

2 6 Under Calvert Cliffs, NBC may not abdicate to other
agencies' certifications. but must take a balancing
judgment itself.

2 7 The proposed rule erroneously suggests that NEPA
issues say be treated as 'settled' inasmuch as NIC's
refusal to issue its own ilS or to consider the
environmental impacts of DOE's action is subject to
judicial review.

2 8 Collateral estoppel does not have tbe effect asserted
by the proposed rule because the two agencies' actions
are independent and pose different legal and factual
questions.

2 9 Elimination of environmental issues from the licensing
proceeding on the grounds of collateral estoppel would
be contrary to the KMPA directive that 'to the fullest
extent possible.' the laws are to be adainistered in
accordance with NSiA.

The extent to which a proceeding would be extended is
speculative. To some degree. the ability to meet the
timetable could be jeopardized.

The fiS will accompany the application tnrough the
entire review process. The fortal adoption will be
part of the decision made after the hearing is
concluded.

Under ENPA, VRC must make a balancing judgment only as
necessary to consider new considerations or new
information.

While BIC's decision is subject to judicial review.
NRC anticipates that a decision pursuant to the rule
would be found to be in accordance with applicable
law.

Both agencies are concerned with the same action:
construction and operation of a specifi^ repository.
Under these circumstances, it would be proper for NcC
to conclude that if the EIS is adequate for DOI's
action, it is adequate for NIC's as well.

Where principles of collateral estoppei are properly
invoked, further inquiry is barred. ?bis is fully
consistent with 1lH.

210 A iinal judicial judgment is inapposite because IcC
has no duty to review DOI's IIS for its legal
adequacy. Tbe issue is Dot whether DCI's 115 is
legally adequate, but bow NRC is to perform its own
IIPA responsibility.

Since CIQ's standard for
the IIS, the issue under
IS

adoption is the 'adequacy' of
N10 is the adequacy of the

211 NWPA itposes no duty upon States and Tribes to help
DO! evaluate alternatives under XEPA, nor has DOE
offered any opportunity to do so, and accordingly the
established agency responsibilities to consider
alternatives remain in full force and effect.

2 12 The proposed rule's indication that failure to
challenge DOE's BIS might result in a potential
challenger's being time barred from raising issues in
NFC proceedings is offensive to NEP1.

2 13 The ezisting rule's standard for completeness of DOE's
license application is insufficient, because it does
not place upon DOE the requirement that its
application be submitted by sufficient information.

NWPA provides the opportunity for consultation with
regard to the environsental impacts of a repository
and contemplates efforts to resolve State and tribai
objections through negotiation. Remaining concerns
could be addressed under the veto provisions.

Under NWPJA Congress intended issues concerDing DOI';
IIS to be settled early. The tine bar is necessary to
reflect this policy.

The cballenged language restates the existing rule.
and the comnent hence is beyond the present
rulemaking. Nevertheless, HC considers the standard
to be sound. There is no implication DOE's compliance
mith 60.24 asEsres favorable NRC licensing action.
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NEPA Compliance for HLN Repositories - Collent Analysis

Comment response

214 It is wrong to characterize the change in DOEIs
statutory responsibilities iunder the IWPAsi as an
intention to change lNC's statutory responsibilities.

2 15 Although a number of considerations suggested in the
State's petition for rulemaking have been mooted by
8?NA A. the NRIC response is inadequate. NBC should

adopt a substantive standard for performance of RiPA
responsibilities, preserving its discretion.

2 16 RIC should issue rules conforming to language
suggested by Nevada, under which adoption 'will fit
within the administrative structure by which the
Commission' considers INPA issues, utilizing portions
of the DOE BS on which NBC. under NEPA. may rely.

2 17 Nevada's suggested rule would preserve. for a
negotiated site state. full consideration of
environmental issues by NRC even though the affected
state will have foregone its right to litigate DOI's
115 altogether.

2 18 Nevada's proposed rule eliminates the possibility that
RIC sight be unable to move because protracted
litigation makes it impossible for NRC staff to take a
position on the practicability of adoption of the DOE
ES.

tl Environmental Defense iund
3 1 While M'?A narrows NPC duty to consider need.

alternative technologies and sites, and time of
availability, NRC still has duty under ABA to comply
with NEPI and consider impacts on human environment.

3 2 Tbe legislative history of PWPA supports the principle
that IRC is not allowed to forego its NEPA duties and
rely entirely on DOI's NiPA compliance.

3 3 Section 11f1f)(6) of IWPA provides that 'the
Comaission need not consider enumerated factors in
any [IS prepared with respect to the repository. This
indicates that Congress intended for NBC to issue its
own ili.

3 4 NRC say not abdicate its role under NiPA simply
because DOE has complied with the laws, including
N[PA applicable to the Department [citing Calvert
Cliffs, the relevance of which was disuissed.by NBCI.

NRC did not claim any such change. in fact. the
Commission said it would follow the same procedures
that it would nave had the Amendments Act not been
passed. 53 IR 16140.

In view of its interpretation of iPI. RIC declines to
follow the substantive standard proposed b7 the State
of Nevada. NRC believes it should adopt the DOE HI1S
in the absence of signficant new information or new
considerations.

See response to preceding comment.

The final rule allows litigation of NRPi issues for a
negotiated site in accordance with customary practice.

The pendency of litigation will not prevent the NBC
staff from being able to take a position on the
practicability of adoption of the MOs iS.

Under NPA. this duty arises where there are nei
considerations or new information. The casis for :nit
position was explained in connection with issuance of
the proposed rule. IRC does not rely solely on the
statutory changes to the scope of the 113.

On the contrary, NWP4 was itended to eliminate
independent NiPA review by NBC, absent new information
or new considerations.

Congress made it clear that N#PAA was not intended to
change the NRC role which, it is clear, required no
NRC IIS. In aDy event, the cited amended language
could be applied in their literal terms with respect
to any supplemental [IS prepared by RC.

N2C does not abdicate any statutory role. It will
discharge its IEPA responsibilities in the manner
contemplated by NNP.
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FEFM Compliance for ILW repositories - Comment Analysis

Comment response

3 5 Under the 'practicable standard NiC retains
flexibility to exerc se independent judgment - as W,.
recognized in the context of uranium mill tailings
regulations - especially since Congress intended NBC
to comply independently with lAM.

3 6 Although a judicial decision on the adequacy of DOE's
uIS binds NBC to the extent of the holding, RIC would
not be relieved of its independent MEPA
responsibilities since these are separate and distinct
from DOE's responsibilities.

3 7 If IBC cere to await a court decision on the adequacy
of DOE's 115, this could be years after issuance of
DOE's 115 and long after such decision could be
meaningful during the Commission's expedited licensing
proceeding.

3 8 for NEC to perform its licensing junction adequately.
it must produce a competent 1iS and alhow issues to be
subject to argumeat in the licensing proceeding. To
ensure this, Congress provided ABC with authority to
adopt, in whole, part, or not at all.

3 9 RIC position is contrary to (1) its NHPA duties, (2)
10 CYR 60 provisions contemplating NRC review of at
least some environmental issues, and (3) implications
of N'WPI 121 direction to IPA to adopt environmental
standards with which RIC must conform.

3 10 NRC's statement that it does not anticipate
environmental lifense conditions is unjustified and
irresponsinie. RIC is ultimate guarantor of saety,
including protection of human environment. and must
place all necessary conditions into the license.

3 11 NRC's claim that mitigation measures proposed in an
[IS are independently enforceable is not supported by
any cited authority. Given that no such authority
exists, NRC must allow such conditions to be subjected
to scrutiny in the licensing process.

3 12 ARC adoption of all or part of DOE's HIS does not mean
that NRC can avoid considering environmental issues at
its licensing proceedings. This is no different from
cases cited by NBC in which an independent evaluation
was required.

3 13 NRC cannot deny DOE's application to avoid having to
supplement the 1EI. IRC cannot force DOE to perform
the Commission's own responsibilitites through the
threat of license denial. EDY urges the Commission to
rethink such Juvenile behavior.

In construing its duties under AIA 84c). botn the
purpose and grammatical structure of the law persuaded
RIC that it retained independent judgment so as to be
able to grant a variance fron EP standards. NPA's
purpose and language indicate otherwise.

for purposes of the doctrine of issue preclusion,
there is an identity of .actuai and legal issues. The
major federal action involved is the construction and
operation of the repository, and an EIS that is found
'adequate' for DOI is *adequate' for NRC.

NBC will not necessarily await a court decision on the
adequacy of DOE's [IS. In the absence of substantial
and significant new information or new considerations.
it would adopt the DOI VS whether or not a iudguent
had been entered.

RIC believes that the statutory scheme embodied in
ENPA contemplates that the nonsafety issues wouid not
be subject to argument in licensing proceedings except
where there are substantial or significant new
considerations or new information.

Tbe position conforms to KfiA as to discharge of RiKW
duties. 10 C2 60 references to NFA are procedural.
not substantive. The HNPA 121 direction to HFA
pertains to its authority, under existing law, to
establish radiological standards under the lEA.

If DOI's EiIS calls for mitigative measures to be
incorporated into the license. NFC expects to do sc.
Otherwise. thouibh the litigation of potential
environmental license conditions would as a rule be
contrary to W"PA's objectives as construed b -

litigation conditions are enforceable to tne same
extent as applies to other nonlicensed major federal
actions. Deviation couid necessitate preparation cf a
supplemental [IS.

NWPA does take a change in substantive law. Under
XWPA, an independent evaluation is contemplated only
for significant new information or new considerations.

There would be no such denial unless DOI had failed to
carry out its own duties under HEPA to supplement an
iS - not where supplementation was an NRC
responsibility.
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NEFA Complilance for HIL repositories -Comlent Analysis

Collent Response

*E Southwest Research and Information Center
4 I NiPI language intended to expedite NRC review of the

license application does not lisit the #EPA issues HRC
can address. NWPI does not lisit to radiological
safety the issues that could lead to rejection of an
application.

4 2 IEPA does not prohibit NBC from imposing conditions,
including those related to environmental issues, on
its licensees. In such cases, a supplement to the
IRIS would be necessary.

4 3 The proposed rule, which says NRC review begins with
DOE's DEIS, ignores the NRC's 1986 statement that it
would review and comment on DOEBs scoping documents
and activities for implementing %EPA. NRC should be
an active participant in scoping hearings.

4 4 RBC should expressly acknowledge its role in reviewing
an environmental assessment developed for a site
proposed by the Negotiator, especially so in view of
Section 403(c), which allows the Negotiator to solicit
and consider NRC comments on a site.

r 4 5 for a legotiator-chosen site, the IIIS provides'
aecessary NEPA documentation only for the license
application, not for'site selection. The proposed rule
shows no recognition of this, but describes the HBIS
as being for both.

4 6 With a Negotiator-selected site, it is quite likely
that there will be Do NIPA challenge since the
affected state will not oppose the designation before
Congress, the courts, or the Commission. hlso, the
180-day review period will start later.

4 7 NBC should begin defining its role in relation to the
Negotiator, whose Office will be a new agency with
which NRC will interact.

4 8 The proposed rule does Dot adquately describe NRC's
role as an active, involved, comaenting agency. Tbe
Commission should fulfill its role of providing expert
analysis of public health and safety issues throughout
DOE's NEPA process.

4 9 NBC should develop a mechanist to directly receive
comments from interested parties as well as have a
method to review comments received by DOE on NIEPA
issues.

NBC believes that Congress intended to limit its
independent consideration of NEPA issues unless tbere
are new considerations or mew information. lAiso
standards for NRBC review do not come from Sections 116
and 118 of KWPA cited by SRIC.)

If it is practicable to adopt the 115. no supplement
would be necessary.

NRBC will review and comment on DOE'S scoping
documents, as a commenting agency.

The NBC role is prescribed by the statute, as cited.
so if requested by the Negotiator. the Commission
would comment on the suitability of the site for
characterization. If requested by DOE. NPC would
comlent on the It as to matters in its jurisdiction.

The cited text discusses issue preclusion in the
context of a H1IS for the recomsendation 41uil and for
the license review (IRC). For-a Negotiator-choeen
site. with the EIS supporting the application, the
argument would actually be stronger.

NRBC considers the affected state's obligation to sees
prompt judicial review of D0E's iHS to be applicable
to a Negotiator-selected site. The review period would
start later, though, and under the final rule NEC's
adoption standard would be modified.

Tbe present rulesaking starts to construct a framework
for such interaction.

Consistent with the availability of resources, RC
will provide las a commenting agency with expertise
and jurisdiction) expert analysis of health and safety
issues throughout the DOE IIPA process.

NRC believes it has sufficient access to information
needed to carry out its responsibilities under EPA as
a commenting agency. Of course. as to Atosic Energy
Act issues public concerns will be ventilated through
both informal and formal procedures.
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NPA Compliance for MlW Repositories - Comment Analysis

ResponseComment

4 ID NYC should compare the SIR to the FUIS to ensure the
two documents are not inconsistent. Differences could
require revisions to the SAR or supplementation of the
HRIS.

4 11 If Congress intended to limit NBC's licensing review,
it would not be appropriating substantial suts to
ensure that environmestal as well as radiological
safety documents are included in the Licensing Support
System.

4 12 The proposed rule overlooks the possibility that only
the NRC will adjudicate the adequacy of the ilS -
e.g., in the case of a Negotiator-chosen site, where
the affected state or tribe mould be precluded from
challenging the IS.

4 13 The proposed rule overlooks the possibility that there
is no legal challenge to the lilS, but rather parties
litigate all such issues during the licensing
proceeding. NBC must then review the FIS in detail.

4 14 The proposed rule erroneously argues that radiological
safety 'is entrusted solely to the Commission. In
fact, such issues could be raised by parties to E1PA
litigation and addressed in a court's review.

4 15 The proposed rule overlooks the situation where a
Court concludes that an HIS in inadequate on any of a
number of grounds. NRC mould then have to evaluate
all issues decided by the Court to determine the
decision's impact on the license application.

4 16 The proposed rule overlooks the possibility of a
Court's delaying its decision on the adequacy of the
HIIS pending the Commission's findings as to its
adequacy in the licensing proceeding - e.g., to enable
the Court to take advantage of SIC expertise.

4 17 The proposed overlooks the situation where a Court
does not make its decision before the Commission makes
Its licensing decision.

4 18 The language related to limitations on issues that
parties can raise in RIC hearings (i.e. pertaining to
members of the public represented by states in
judicial proceedings) is premature and inappropriate,
particularly in view of NBC intervention rules.

If W'C5 findings of fact are different from facts
considered in DOE's HIS, and may give rise-to
significant environmental impacts not considered in
the IIS. supplementation might be necessary.

There is nothing wrong with having th s /
data-collection requirements that are /
material to PIC licensing decisions. In any event,
since an [IS found to be inadequate would prevent
licensing, environmental data would be relevant.

the fi al rule provides a different standard for VEWA
review by VRC with respect to a Negotiator-chosen
site.

Challenges to the iHIS would be time-barred, at least
as to affected persons having knowledge thereof,
should they choose not to sees judicial review.

Only NRC makes radiological safety findings under the
Atomic Energy Act.

Should the HIIS be found inadequate. IC agrees that
it would have to evaluate the issues decided by the
Court to determine the decision's impact. The
decision would constitute new information or new
considerations and treated as such under the rule.

Such a delay is not anticipated, either on grounds of
rip,-..; or primary jurisdiction. In any event,
however, in the absence of new information or new
considerations, IIC would still adopt the FEiS.

As indicated above, this would not prevent NRC from
arriving at a final decision.

It is desirable to articulare as clearly as possible
the principles by which the Commission intends its
proceedings to be governed. The intervention rules
are not necessarily controlling with respect to issue
preclusion (collateral estoppeli matters.
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HIPA Compliance for RLV Repositories - Comment Analysis

Collent Response

It 6disen Ilectric Institute
5 1 The cosmenter agrees that Congress, in passing NWPA,

substantively modified the requirements of I5PA as
they apply to the high-level nuclear waste program.
RiC s retponsibi'ity is to address radiological safety
issues under Atomic Inergy Act.

5 2 Issues pertaining to the practicability of adoption of
the DOI IS should be resolved ou6ide of hearings,
where it would inevitably interfere with the primary
focus of the proceedings, vis, issues affecting public
health and safety.

5 3 The deterlination whether it is practicable to adopt
the DOI 15 should be made prior to the hearing
process (and outside the adjudicatory arena). IRC can
solicit comment whet DOI issues its EIS, allowing
public participation without needless delay.

5 4 NRC should explicitly state that its decisions,
including determination of practicability of adoption
of DOI's EIS, need not await outcome of litigation as
to the adequacy of the [IS. If a court later rules 61S
deficient, RIC can then act as necessary.

5 5 Final rule should reemphasize that ABC responsibility
to resolve radiological safety issues in licensing
hearing is not to beburdened with conti: ed analysis
of and challenge on h6Pl-related tatters

5 6 To provide controls to meet the 3-year licensing
schedule. BRC should provide a time period within
which IRC staff must present its position on

- practicability of adoption of 11E - e.g. within 90
days after publication of the 113.

5 7 If NRC does not remove the practicability
determination from the adjudicatory hearing, the rule
should provide a time period for filing contentions
with respect to the practicability of adoption - e.g.
date on which initial contentions are due.

5 8 ?he concept that adoption of DOI's IIS does not
necessarily mean that IRC would independently have
arrived at the save conclusions on matters of fact or
policy should be embodied in the rule itself.

5 9 BNC should clarity in the rule that the criteria for
evaluating the extent to which it is practicable to
adopt the 11i are those provided in IEPA and
subsequent judicial interpretations.

No response required.

The decision with respect to 1NA must be made as a >
part of the Commission's final decision on the license
application. Resolution outside the hearings wouid
therefore not be appropriate.

The suggestion should so; be accepted - DOt onl
because EIPA enters into the final decision, but
because nes information or new considerations could
arise later.

This is correct, and statetents to this efiect wili
accompany publication of the final rule.

Such emphasis is provided, to the extent contemplated
by RNPA.

The language of 51.26(c). which provides for inclusion
in the notice oi docketing of a statement of intention
to adopt, imlies at least a tentative staff judevent.
It provides appropriately tor suppleeentation. then or
later, if deemed necessary.

Tbe Commission considers that its rules of practice
provide workable guides to decide whether or not
contentions with respect to the practicability of
adoption have been filed in a timely manner.

The concept is already clearly embodied in the rule
itself.

This is incorrect. Tbe standard for adoption is
derived in large part from the structure, purposes,
and legislative history of NWPA.
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Comment jesponse

5 1D R1C should clarify in the rule that it intends to make
independent RiPA findings, including independent
balancing of relevant factors, oily to extent NBC
itself oust prepare an 115 or supplemental IIS
(because of new information or new coasiderations).

It U.S. lnvirontental Protection Agency
6 1 IPA believes that the proposed rule reflects the

appropriate requirements under the Nuclear Paste
Policy Act, as amended.

is Sierra Club
7 1 The proposal amounts to abdication of IRC's

responsibility to assure safety and protect the
environment whea determining licensability of a OLW
repository. This is unwise and contrary to
Congressional intent, and will result in loss of NRC
credibility.

7 2 The Sierra Club endorses and wishes to be associated
with the conclusions reached in the letter of comment
reached in the letter submitted by the Invironmental
Defense fund.

7 3 Under the dubious theory that Congress crowned DOE as
lead agency. HC would charge DOE with responsibility
to frame issues in advance of, and as basis. for NBC s
own proceeding - esp., the invitation for DOE to
present consequences of license denial.

7 4 HRC should not implicitly embrace a process where the
real standard is whether licensing the proposed action
is better than the status quo ante. The real standard
must be radiological safety in specific regard to the
proposed action.

7 5 EEC's tortured reading is out of line. Tbe direction
to adopt the 11S was clearly intended to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort in preparing
separate statements - not to relieve NRC of
fundamental responsibility to pass on environmental
adequacy.

7 6 The standard of practicability for adoption of the IIS
erects an impossibly high hurdle for rejecting DOE's
11S and abdicates NRC obligation to assure protection
of public health and safety and the environment. Even
legal insufficiency would be ignored.

These considerations were stated clearly in the
proposed rule and do not require change.

No response required.

NRC believes that its interpretation of NHPA reflects
the intent of Congress and will enhance its ability to
assure safety.

See responses to letter submitted by IDF.

Nothing done by DOE in fulfilling its NRPA
responsibilities will affect the framing or decision
of radiological safety issues in NRC licensing
proceedings.

The Commission's decision will address radiological
safety in specific regard to the proposed action -
among other things, applying the IPA' general
environmental standard.

NBC believes that its interpretation of RiiFA reflects
the intent of Congress. Avoidance of unnecessary
duplication of effort sas a consideration. but not the
only consideration.

There is no abdication of NRC responsibility. The
ability to assure protection of health and safety is
enhanced, not diminished by the concentration of
effort in that direction. A judgment of insufficiency
sould be a new consideration requiring review.
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ResponseComment

tt Dept. of hnergy
8 1 It is appropriate under CIQ regulations to suggest

that IRC become a cooperating agency in preparation of
DOI's 115. NRC's independence with respect to review
and licensing can be maintained as a cooperating
agency.

8 2 Although DOE may be required to supplement the I5S if
it sakes a substantial change in its recommendation to
the President or new data is available. DOI should not
supplement the IIS merely to satisfy NRC's separate
N1Pl responsibilities.

NRC believes that a commenting agency role is more
appropriate. because DOE under IWPA should develop the
required information and environmental analyses. As a
commenting agency, however, NRC till still participate
in scopiag and other early activities.

DOE is correct. But, as it acknowledges, it might
need to supplement if it were to make a substantial
change or if there were new information or new
considerations. That is all that 60.24fc) requires.

B 3 DOE disagrees with IRC's indication that multiple IISs
may be necessary in considering DOI's license
application, since all pertinent matters till be
addressed in an 115 that has been scoped in accordance
with CIQ regulations.

8 4 Certain NBC statements could be interpreted as meaning
that it would suspend work on the license application
until the entire judicial review process is complete.
placing NRC's acceptance review of the EIS on the
licensing critical path.

8 5 D01 recognizes the JWPI reference to construction
authorization and 1R1's interpretation that a
construction authorization is not a license under the
Atomic Energy Act. DOE opposes any erosion of this
Distinction.

NRC did not mean to imply that multiple EISs mouli be
required then it was considering the issuance of a
construction authorization, Rather, it is in the
entire adjudicatory process, including operation.
closure, etc.. that net IISE may be needed.

In fact the rule eliminates an acceptance review for
the EIS, thereby removing it from the critical path.
As DOE suggests, the IS mould be presumed to be
adequate absent contrary judicial action, and NBC
could proceed to consider the application.

NBC is in accord with the comment. The discussion of
this issue cited by DOE (53 FR 16134. n.1) does not
reflect any contrary position.

.

8 6 Those provisions of the regulations that require DOE
to supplement the FIS if it makes a substantial change
in the proposed action should be qualified so as refer
only to changes that were not previously considered in
DOI's tIS.

NBC agrees that the language needs to
as to require supplementation only in
covered by WEFA and CEQ regulations.

be qualified so
situations

8 7 The proposed requirement that DOE infors IBC of the
status of legal action on the repository FIS is
unnecessary. since this information is a tatter of
public record.

8 8 DOE notes that the reference to Section 113 of RWPA
omitted the phrase 'to the maximum extent practicable
in describing the manner in which DOE must conduct
site characterization to minimize significant adverse
environtental effects.

8 9 DOI concurs with NWC's view that the use of the same
E1n for DOi's recommendation of a site and NBC's
issuance of construction authorization (to the extent
practicable) is the clear intent of WIPA.

As a general rule, the applicant has the burien of
placing on the record those factual tatters upon which
NRC decisions say be predicated. Since NiWs decision
regarding adoption of the lS may depend upon judicial
action, DOE should report accordingly.

RIC regrets the omission of the phrase in question.
The discussion was informational, however, and the
omission is not material to the issues being
considered in this rulemaking.

No response required.
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Comment Response

8 10 NRCs note that NNA (which provides that adoption
satisfies NBC's NIPA responsibilities) counsels
against wide-ranging independent examination of
environmental concerns in licensing proceedings is
consistent with DOE1 reading of the law.

8 110 DO agrees that a judicial determination of adequacy
precludes further litigation on that issue, and that
failure to raise an issue within the time set out in
KMPA bars later challenge.

8 12 DOe agrees that IWPI and principles of rem judicata
obviate the need for an entirely independent
adjudication of the adequacy of the IIS by NRC.

8 I3 DOI agrees that adoption of the DOI EIS should not
compromise the NBC's independent responsibilities
under the Atomic Inergly Act.

8 14 DOE agrees with statements pertaining to NRC's focus
on radiological safety, consideration of environmental
impacts of construction and performance in the [IS,
and treatment of license denial [or, no action] as an
alternative.

ts Council on Invironaental Quality
9 1 1 read the phrase 'to the extent practicable' to wean

that NBC should look at DOE's [IS and evaluate it,
adopting some or all of it in order to avoid
ounecessary duplication.

9 2 1 do not read the Judicial reviec provision as
requiring someone to challenge the adequacy of an 115
for the waste repository within 180 days of its
issuance by DOE. the absence of litigation does not
establish adequacy or allow NBC to avoid evaluation.

9 3 NRC should make an independent evaluation, though to
the extent that intervenors raised issues in
litigation, NBC could defer to the court, although
this would delay an NRC decision.

go response required.

No response required.

No response required.

No response required.

No response required.

The comment does not take into account the context of
the XW?h as a whole, which implies that NBC should
adopt DOI's FHIS absent new information or
considerations.

NRC believes that NEPA challenges were intended to be
disposed of promptly, and that parties 9ho might sit
on their rights should be tise-barred from raising
them later.

NBC, also, considers that a judicial detertination of
the adequacy of DOI's 115 should be regarded as
controlling. In NRC's view, though, independent
evaluation is only required, pursuant to NNPA, if
significant new information or considerations exist.

I
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3I0 FR 11701
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Comemnt period expirm 2111ISJ.

10 CFR Purt 60
(0*kot No. PRU.40-2A

States of Nevada and Mlnneota; Filingof Petiton lor Rulemakkn
Actitc Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
acTr": Notice of Receipt of Amended
Petition for Rulemaking from the Statesof Nevada and Minnesota.
IUUMAnt The Nuclear ReulatoryCommission is publishing for publiccomment tuo notice ofreceipt ofapetition for rulemakizig that amends anearlier petition for rlemaking (PRM-6O-3) filed with the Commission on lnuaryn. 1983. This amended petition riled bythe States of Nevada and Minnesota,and dated September 30. 198. wasdocketed by the Commission on October3. 1985. and assigned Docket No. PFM-60-2A, The petitioner requests theCommission to amend Its repositorylicening regulations to incorporate theequivalent substanec of the assurancerrequirements as Issued in the fianaiEnvironmental Proteetion Agaeny (EPA)Standards.

OAnL Comment period expires february
U 1986. Comments received after thisdate will be considered If It practical todo so. but assurance of onsiderationcannot be given except Gs to comments
received on or before this date.
&DOlstsss: All persons who desire tosubmit written comments concerning thepetition fot rulemaking should send theircomments to the Secretary of theCommission. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Washington. DC 20553.Attention: Docketins and ServiceBranch.

Single copies of the petition may beobtained free by writing to the Division
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of Rules and Records. Office of
Administratsion. US. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Washington. DC 20555.

The pecition copies of commenut and
,ccompanying documents to the petition
may be inspected and copies fat a fee at
the NRC Public Document Room. 1717 H
StreCL NW. Washington. DC.
FOR IMTHZR WFORMATON COMTA=
lohn Philips. Chief. Rules and
Procedures Branch. Division oJRules
and Records. Office of Administration.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Washington. DC 20555. Telephone: 31-
482-406 or Tol Free: 60-368-542.
SUPLEtNTARY WORM"A?4

Bacftraind
I Stotement of Crounds and Interes!

The State of Nevada filed this
amended rulemaking petition as a State
notified pursuant to the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act (NWPA). that a potentially
acceptable site for a repository has been
identified within the state. The State of
Nevada avers that it may become
affected for purposes of participation in
site characterization. pursuant to f 113
of the NIPA.

The State of Minnesota joins this
amended petition as a state informed
that it is being considered for site
characterization for a second repository.
The State of Minnesota avers that it
may be directly affected by the
substance of standards for the
development of repositories.

The States of Nevada and Minnesota
tr-ound this petition on their respective

- bterest in. and the prevailing
fesponsibility for. the protection of the
future health and safety of their cititens.
Ul Issues Raised in PPJM-WO-2 and 60-
2A
PRM460-2

The petitioner filed the original
petition (PRM-50-2) with the
Commission on January 21. 1985. The
petitioner requested the Commission to
adopt a regulation governing the
Implementation of certain
environmental standards which hod
been proposed by the Environmental
Protection Agency. The NRC published
a notice of the petition for rulemaking in
the Federal Reter on April 30. 1985150
FR 18267) and requested comments. The
comment period dosed on July 1. 288.
Six comments were received In response
to the notice.
PRM404A

The petitioner states that this
amendment to PRM-40-2 is based on
the Intervening action of the
Envronnmental Protection Apency (EPA)
on September 1998 5(50 FR 380 In
which the EPA Issued final standards
for protection of the general

environment from offiite releases from
radioactive material in repositories. The
petitioner hopes to accomplish two
objectives in this amendment: (2) To
place before the Commission the
substance of the assurance
requirements in terms of amendments
to lO CFR Part O. which the EPA's
recently published standards failed to
mnake applicable to NRC licensees. Le.
Department of Energy (DOE) high level
waste repositories; (21 to Propose to the
Commission req ments and
consider tions for the process of
adopting the DOE Environmental Impact
Statement.
I1I Proposed Commission Findings

The petitioner states that during the
pendency of the EPA rulemaking
significant interaction occurred between
Commission and EPA staff regarding
which was the proper agency to adopt
rules in the nsature of "assurance
requirements" that would apply to
Coinmision licensees. to Insure against
the inherent uncertainties In selecting.
designing and licensing waste disposal
systems that must be very effective for
more than 10.000 years. The Petitioner
indicates that the two agencies agreed
informally, and the EPA standards"
finally issued provides, that assurance
requirements are an appropriate
mechanism to better guarantee that
numerical standards will be realized;
that the NRC was the more appropriate
agency to adopt such standards as they
apply to NRC licensees and that the
NRC approach would be to Integrate the
essence of EPA's earlier proposed rules
into the repository licensing provisions
of lo CFR Pam W. Further. the Petitioner
states that since ev1dence used by DOE
to Apply the srIing guidelines includes
analysis of rxpected repository
performan to assess the likelihood of
demonstrating compliance with the EPA
standard. the rule proposed heriln must
be In plce In order that DOE may
design its site characterization plan In a
manner consistent with the siting
guidelines. The Petitioner proposes that
te Commission make findings
accordingly.
IV The Petitioner Poposes the
following Amendment to *o CFR Port

3. Add definltions to I 602:
I ) "Active institutional control"

mearns any measure other than a passive
institutional control performed to: l1)
Control sacce toe site, (2) perform
maintenance operations or r"medial
actions ot a site. (3p control or dcean up
releases from A site; or (4) monitor
parameters related to geologic
repository performance and compliance
with standards liciting releases of
radioactivity to the accessible
enviroament.

I 1 -Passive Institutional control"

means: (1) permanent mden placed at
a site. (2) public records and archives.
(3) government owcnerhip end
regulations regarding land or resource
use, and (4) other methods of preservin
knowledge about the location, design
and the contents ofz agologic
repository.

L Add I 60.2(c) "Content of Plicense)
application' and renumber remaining
sections:

(0J A general description of the
program for post-permanent Clore
monitoring of the geologic tepositor

S. Add a new I MU cc. id( ad
reletter the remaininig u section as le)

(c) The Commission abali evalute the
environmental imact statement
required by 42 U.S.C 102341f end 10
CYR 60412(a to determine whether Its
adoption by the Commission would aot
compromise the independent
responsibilities of the Commission to
protect the public health and safety
under the Atomic Energy Act of 19I (42
UVS.C. 2021. eL q.) In making ouch a
determination tht Commission shall
considea

(i) Whether the Department of Energy
has complied with the procedures and
requirements of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Aca (42 U.S.C. 1012O eL seq.).

(2) Whether the alterative sites
proposed in the environmenta Ipact
statement are bona tide alternative
sites; that site characterization under 42
US.C. 1033 hba been completed at such
sites: and that the Secretary. after site
characterization ts complete, or
substantially complete. It ouch sites. has
made a preliminay determination that
such sites are suitable for development
as repostories copclent wtith the
guidelines promulgated pVursuat to l2
U.eS.C. 10132

pl) Whether the consideration of the
alternative sites considered In the
environmental Impact satekment
Included consideration of the natural
Properties that are expected to provide
better isolation of the wastes from the
accessible environment for 100.000 years
eftcr disposal and wvhether the analyses
used by thae Department of Energy to
compare thce pabilities of different
it to Isolate wastes were based upon

the following:
(p) Only the undisturbed performance

of the disposal system has been
tonsidered;

piJ The performance of the waste
a gsa d waste forms planned for

the disposal system was assumed to be
the same fromn site to site and assumed
to be at least an order of magnitude less
effective than the performance required
by 10 CFR 00.13; and

(lii No eredit was taken for other
engineering controls intended to correct
preexisting natural flaws in the geologic
meigaets g. pouting of fissures sthll not
be assumed. but effective sealing of the
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shafts needed to construct the repository
shall be assuemd).

(4) Whether the disposal systems
considered selected or designed will
keep teleases to the accessible

-ovironmcnt as low as reasonably
:hievable. taking into account

technical. social and economic
considerations.

(dl I the Commission determines that
adoption of the environmental impact
statement would compromise the
independent responsibilities of the
Commission. then the Commission shall
consider fully the environmental impact
of the selection of the proposed site as
equired by 42 US.C. 43. e:C iseq.
4. Revise I 6°.52(a)(21 "License

amendment for permanent closure' as
follows:

(l) A detailed description of the
program for post-permanent closure
monitoring of the geologic repository In
accordance with 1 60.144. As a
minimum, this description shall:

(A) Identify those parameters that will
be monitored

(0) indicate how each parameter will
be used to evaluate the expected
performance of the repository;

(C) Describe those monitoring devices
which will inducate the likelihood that
standards limiting releases of
radioactivity to the accessible
environment may not be met.

(D) Discuss the length of time over
which each parameter should be
monitored to adequately continm the
expected performance of the repository;

(El Indicate how the results of port
frinnanent closure monitoring mrill be

.ared with affected State. Inditn tribal
_,Ad local governments.

5. Add a new subsection to I 6052(c)
*Termination of license' and renumber
current I 60.52(c)131 as 6052(c)(4).

(3) That the results available from the
post-permanent closure monitoring
program confirm the expectation that
the repository will comply with the
performance objectives set out at
Sections 60. 12 and W "'

a. Modify § 60.113 by adding:
(d) In any event, however. and

votwithstsnding the provisions of lb)
above, the geologic repository shall
incorporate a system oT multiple
barriers. both engineered and natural.
each designed or selected so that it
complements the others and can
significant;) compensate for
uncertdlnties about the performance of
one or more of the other barriers.
'Earrier' means any material or structure
that prevents or substantially delays
movement of water or radionucldes.

7. Add a new 10. 234 institutional
Controls":

Neither active nor passive
institutional controls shall be deemed to
assure compliance with the overall

performance objective set out at I W-112
for more than 200 years after disposal.
However, the effects of passive
Institutional controls may be considered
in assessing the likelihood and
consequences of processes and events
affecting the geologic setting.

1. Add a new I 60.122ic)1X) and
renumber bter sections:

(16) The presence of significant
concentrations of any naturally-
occurring material that is not widely
available from other sources.

9. Add a new 10.2144 POnst-
Permanent Closure Moniloring":

A program of post permanent closure
monitoring shall be conducted and shall
provide for monitoring of all repository
charactristics which can reasonably be
expected to provide substantive
confirmatory Information regarding
long-term repository performance.
provided that the mneans for conducting
such monitoring wIvll not degrade
repository performacne. This program
shall be continued until termination of a
license which shall not occur until the
Commission is convinced that there Is
no significant concern which could be
addressed by further monitoring.

V. Stotement in Support
The Petitioner states that the rules

proposed here are substantively
equivalent to the EPA assurance
requirements which. by their tcrs. do
not apply to NRC licensees) with one
very notable exception: proposed 10
CFR 60 24Icl. The Petitioner points out
that this prnposed new. section relates to
NRC review and adoption of DOEs
environmental impact statement (EISJ. a
document developed in DOE'c selection
of a repository site. EPA's proposed 40
CFR I1. 14fe) dealt writh site selection.
as NRC staff recognised in commentsL ublished by EPA in "Backgound Paepri
Ptential Changes In 10 CFR 00 to

Replace Assurance R2equireents In 40
CFR 151. Magrch n1.1985'. NRC stafL
however, found that DOE's site selection
guidelines. 10CFRb> 66.-2S dequately

M~innesota are concerned, and the
Petitioner believes that the Commssiuon
should also be. that DO£ sidte selection
process may not produce bons fie
alternatives for consideration in DOEsc
VIS because of DOE's current
Interpretation oftection 214ff).42 VS.C.
11m34ff). Petitioner asserts If It does not.
NRC. " independent responsibilities ..
to protect the public health and safety
under the Atomic Energy Atof 1954"
(section 2211)4tf2 U.S.C. 1023.11) will be
Implicated. The National E nvironmental
Policy Act. 42U.S.C. 4321, ciseq.
together wvith the Atomic Energy Aict of
294 as amended, 42 U.S.C. 20112 seq
rquire the Commission to consider
bans fide alternatives, even If ecstion
122 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. 42

U.S.C. 1013. does not require DOE to do
so. Petitioner believes the rule proposed
here would guarantee that bona fide
alternatives were evaluated by the NRC.
If not also DOE The 'lJw as reasonably
achievable' releses concept has alo
been reintroduced in this context. The
bases for DOE's considention of natural
properties expected to provide better
Isolation have also been Introduced.

The Petitioner states that in adopting
the language of tection 114(f ofthe
NJWPA. Conges did not change the
requirement for consideration of bona
fie alternatives In an £1'S It merely
narrowed the universe of . allernavs
which DOE must consider in the final
ES. from all sites rteasonably available
to only those three sites which has been
characterized, and for which the
Secretary had made a preliminary
determination as to site suitability. The
Petitioner believes that a site which the
Secretary has determined to be
unsuitable for development as a
rpository or onversely, at which the
Scretary was unable to make a
peliminary determination of suitability.
s simply not an aternative. The
Petitioner believes the Secretary's
responsibilities, under either the NWPA
or NEPA. to consider alternative sites. is
simply not met by the consideration of
three sites, one or two of which were
determined at any time to be unsuitable
for development as repositories. The
Petitioner states further that neither
would the Commission's responsibilities
be carried out In such a c se, and thus
such a result would severely jeopardize
the Commission's ability, under section
114ff). to adopt the Secretary' final ES
In order to meet the Commission's legal
obligations under NEPA.
VI. Notice Reording RelotedActions

The Commission presently has
underway rulemaking actions which,
when finalized, will address the
concerns expressed by the petitioner.
The Commission Is now preparing to
publish proposed amendments to lO CMF
Part 60 to eliminate Inconsisencies
between the EPA standard and the rule
(sec VnifiedAgendo of Federal
Regulations. Current and Projected
Rulemaking-Eliminstion of
inconsistences between NRC
Regulations and EPA standards-OME
Regulation Identifier Number U0
AC03. o FR 44992. October 29 1985).
The Comminssion anticipates that the
proposed rule would Incorporate the
EPA "assurance requirements' in Part
Q. to the extent appropriate satisfying

that aspect of the petitioner's request.
The remaining aspect of thfie petitioner's
request, adding a provision to Part tO
relating to NRC review and adoption of
DOE's environmental impact statement.
falls within the scope of a separate.

I
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~--qJns rulemaking which would amend
I to conform to provisions of the

oar Waste Policy Act concerning
46vironmental review In 1HLW geologic
tepository licensin procedures (see
Vin;iedAsenda of federal Reculodom,
Current and Projected Rulemaking-Pigt
S2 Conforming Amendments-OMB
Regulation Identifier Number ns50o
ACOD 50 FR 44g92. October 29. 983.
Accordingly. commenters are advised
that further consideration of the issues
nised by the petitioner will be deferred
for consideration in the rulmaking
actions referred to above. The present
schedule calls for the publication of
these two proposed rules within nine
months. Any comments received in
response to this notice would. in that
event. be Incorporated in the
administrative record for those
proceedings.

Daled at Detheda. Maryland. this 16th day
.f December. U5.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Comoussion.

&reiy ofthe Commassion.

r
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e. The Office of Governmental and Public Affairs has
determined that it is necessary to issue a public
announcement similar to Enclosure C in connection
with these amendments.

f. The recommended changes from the proposed rule
are provided in comparative text as Enclosure D.

g. Public comments on the proposed rule are provided
as Enclosure E.

h. A staff analysis of the public comments is
provided as Enclosure F. -

i. Enclosure G contains the Commission's notice of
receipt of the rulemaking petition (PRM-60-2A)
from the States of Nevada and Minnesota. A brief
notice of the Commission's action with respect to
the petition will be published in the Federal
Relister; it will state that the petition is
denied in part and will refer to the present
rulemaking (Enclosure A) for further information.

William C. Parler
General Counsel

Attachment: HWPA, as amended,
Section 114(f).

Enclosures:
A. Federal Register Notice

with final amendments to
10 CFR Parts 2, 51, 60.

B. Draft Congressional Letter.
C. Public Announcement.
D. Comparative Text.
E. Public Comment Letters.
F. Public Comment Analysisc
G. Notice of Receipt of PRM-60-2A.

OFC :NM :A :D :ED0,

NAME :RBrowning :RBerne son :V telgt :

DATE :4/Z/89 :4/ 7i89 :4/! /89 /89

O- :R -C/O R:: D/R.70GC :D V U1
. ___ ------ -- -- ---------- - --------------_ -- …- __

Nil, :JWol :STreby Malsch . rer
…:------…-…- ---- …-- -- --…- - - -----------: …

DATE :4/ ,/89 :4/-~,/89 -:4/ /89 24



Commissioner Curtiss' comments on SECY-89-140:

1. It is not clear from the proposed final rule when the
staff is to file its position on whether it is
practicable to adopt the DOE EIS. The Statement of
Considerations indicates that the staff's position
would be filed "at the outset of the proceeding"
(Statement of Considerations, p. 18). The response to
public comment 5-6, on the other hand, suggests that
only a "tentative staff judgment" would be made at this
point. And the Office of General Counsel's April 14,
1986 memorandum on this same subject seems to indicate
that the final decision on whether to adopt the DOE EIS
cannot be made until the NRC has "commenced its safety
review" of the DOE application (see Memorandum from
Martin G. Malsch to the Commission, April 14, 1986).

To clarify this matter, I would recommend that section
51.109(a)(1) and the accompanying Statement of
Considerations be modified to require the staff to file
its position on adoption at the time that the Notice of
Hearing on DOE's application is published. Since the
staff will have already reviewed DOE's draft EIS and be
familiar with the contents and the adequacy of the
document, the staff should be well prepared at this
point to set forth its views on the adequacy of the
EIS, the need for supplementation, and the
practicability of adopting all or part of that
do-_ment. Then, once intervenor contentions are filed

O'4-on thQ bdnuia4_ - ~F t- EIS (see comment 2, below), the
Licensing Board can begin processing the contentions
and render a decision on adoption at an early stage in
the licensing process. If significant and substantial

t new information or new considerations should
subsequently arise (including any new information or
new considerations that might arise as a result of the
staff's safety review), the staff can then advise DOE
of the need to supplement the EIS pursuant to section
60.24(c) or, if DOE declines, proceed with the
preparation of its own EIS4 k e.

2. Section 51.109(a)(2) should be modified to require that
intervenor contentions on both the practicability of
adoption and the need to supplement DOE's EIS should be
filed within 30 days of the Notice of Hearing. This
would comport with the model timeline contained in the
recently promulgated LSS rule for the filing of
intervenor contentions.

3. Finally, I support the staff's proposal to coordinate
with DOE at an early stage on the scoping process for
the EIS (Statement of Considerations, p. 17). Before
that consultative process begins, however, I would
recommend that the staff be directed to submit to the



Commission a paper setting forth the staff's views on
what the scope of DOE's EIS should be from our
standpoint as the licensing agency, specifically
focusing on identifying those issues that DOE must
address in its EIS in order for us to make a licensing
decision under 10 CFR Part 60. I am particularly
interested in how we intend to approach issues such as
national transportation routing in our licensing
proceeding. Since the scoping process will be the
first opportunity for us to convey our position on this
and other similar issues, I believe that the Commission
needs to be involved early in the formulation of the
agency's position on the scope of matters that must be
addressed in the EIS and, by implication, in our
licensing proceeding.

Minor editorial comments on page 15 are attached.

I
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June 7, 1989

FOR AFFIRMATION

Thursday, June 8, 1989

SECY-89-140 - NEPA REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR GEOLOGIC
REPOSITORIES FOR HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

The Commission is being asked to approve a final rule adopting
procedures for implementation of the National Environmental
Policy Act with respect to geologic repositories for high-level
radioactive waste. In accordance with the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 1982, as amended, the rule provides for the Commission to
adopt, to the extent practicable, the final environmental impact
statement prepared by the Department of Energy that accompanies a
recommendation to the President for repository development. The
rule recognizes that the primary responsibility for evaluating
environmental impacts lies with the Department of Energy; and,
consistent with this view, it sets out the standards and
procedures that would be used in determining whether adoption of
the Department's final environmental impact statement is
practicable.

All Commissioners have approved the rule with modifications, as
attached.

Attachment:
As Stated

gaAT J. Chilk
SecHdretary of the Commission

Copies:
Chairman Zech
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Carr
Commissioner Rogers _
Commissioner Curtiss Hi
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EDO c
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NWPA bars later challenge. The other DOE comments call for some

clarification of the Commission's intentions, but do not prompt any

fundamental change of the position that had previously been outlined.

For example, we can put to rest DOE's concern that NRC might defer its

acceptance review of the license application until the entire judicial

review process on the EIS had run its course. Under the amendments, both as

proposed and as adopted, the acceptance review applies only to the

completeness of 'the application,u not #the application or environmental

report' as under existing 10 CFR 2.101(f)(2).

We believe we can also satisfy DOE's concern with respect to our

mention, at 53 FR 16132, that there may be a need for 'multiple EIS's." The

point being made was not that NRC might need to prepare its own EIS when DOE

had already done so, but that the licensing process may Involve more than

one maJor federal action (for example,.-the construction of the repository on

the one hand and the emplacement of waste on the other) that could

necessitate the preparation of a supplemental EIS if not an entirely new

afencmpz Be / -me v Irta/ Ac-
The responsibility for supplementation was another point of contention.

DOE - along with some of the other commenters - argued that it would be

inappropriate for it to be obliged to supplement its completed EIS in order

to satisfy any independent NEPA responsibilities of the Commission. We

agree with this statement. But, as DOE itself acknowledges, it might need

to supplement the EIS if it were to make a substantial change in the

proposed action or if significant new circumstances or information were to

PTSIFINL3 - 4/20/89
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address radiological safety issues under the Atomic Energy Act, and that the

requirements of NEPA were substantively modified as they apply to the

high-level nuclear waste program.

We decline to follow EEl's suggestion that issues related to adoption

of DOE's environmental impact statement be made prior to the hearing process

and outside the adjudicatory arena. As we have noted before, the Impact

statement does not simply 'accompany" an agency recommendation for action in

the sense of having some independent significance in isolation from the

deliberative process. Rather the impact statement is an integral part of

the Commission's decision. It forms as much a vital part of the NRC's

decisional record as anything else. Public Service Comoany of Oklahoma

(Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-31, 12 NRC 264, 275 (1980). Even

though the range of issues to be considered in the hearing may be limited,

the formal function of the environmental impact statement as an-.element of

the licensing decision remains. |f -
e-emis.deth-riit dEf1bic L! t:J for ;ether

4S..� �9r�V� .&-ff t- -

. __ r. ___ ... W p= postlon On prcsicabL;lbty aF adoptin" for

. . I s . I ... - . . .-

Onthe fcinonlcf- uentCorona wp-nspeet toe thc Gvi in tla p~e"iPt 7n}

- new .i

presenet ;ts

to -4 4 tete

&a6-ioat

44efre-

C 3i+tft. at- the: Gutse g.1 on tor fl:- Aihar pae Ase

y fA.lin ;ilT only be enti-k!t', cined'd e th LcoU5IMICH desmi-AMted

,R f!() _ s
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However, we find merit in EEI's proposal to fix an early schedule
for the NRC staff to present its position on the practicability
of adoption and for other parties to file contentions with
respect to the practicability of adoption. Accordingly, the
final rule requires the NRC staff to present its position on
adoption at the time that the notice of hearing is published in
the Federal Register. Any contentions filed by any other party
to the proceeding must be filed within thirty days after the
notice of hearing is published. In the event that "substantial
new considerations or new information" subsequently arises,
contentions concerning the practicability of adopting DOE's EIS
that are filed after the 30-day deadline established in the rule
must be accompanied by a demonstration of compliance with the
late filing criteria in 10 CFR 2.1014.
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CHANGES FROM THE PROPOSED RULE

Section 51.67. Environmental information concerning ceolocic

repositories.

This section is revised to provide for the submission of environmental

impact statements, pursuant to Title IV of NWPA, as amended, with respect to

a Negotiator-selected site. A further change reflects DOE's comment that

supplement would not be required where a modification to Its plans had been

previously addressed by its EIS.

Section 51.109. Public hearincs in proceedinas for issuance of

materials license with resDect to a geologic repository. flhMe. ra œv

leicrrQnS .
Paragraph (c) is revised so that the special criterion for adoption, as dce It e

discussed herein, will apply only with respect to the geologic repository at prestI

the Yucca Mountain site. Any EIS for a Negotiator-selected site would be P 01'

excluded from the application of this paragraph. A conforming change 6f 0A400% oj
Pe.eviro~nm

appears in paragraph (d). he 1 S4xige

Paragraph (e) is modified to emphasize that the Commission's customary -tfIn

policies will be observed except for adoption of an EIS prepared under f41 (ts f LW

4&"M to. daft
Section 114. This is achieved by the insertion of the cross-reference *jI fk otev

("in accordance with paragraph (c)") In the introductory clause. As the 1Z
language has been modified, It permits the adoption of other DOE

environmental impact statements with respect to a Negotiator-selected site 1

in accordance with generally applicable law. This includes observance of al-ar/lat
the procedures outlined in 40 CFR 1506.3. This is addressed adequately is 1 A e

e-rsza

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89
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II- Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 51, Subpart A, and requires no further elaboration

Ii in the text of the rule.

P'

PETITION FORt RVLEMAKZING;

The Commission's earlier notice invited comments upon the related

portions of a petition for rulemaking submitted by the States of Nevada and
LZ4 ; even oU-~Cb A S H V-4.Jr thaws

Minnesota, PRM-60-2A, 50 FR 51701, December 19, 1985., gone of -the comments

received by the Commission in response to the.notice addressed the petition

as such. die State of Nevada referred to the petition, recognized that

some of the considerations therein have been mooted, and urged tmeethe

action: dicue z. However-, the issues identified by the petition

regarding the criteria and procedures for adoption of DOE's EIS have been

considered in this proceeding. -V 'the language being-promulgated differs

from that proposed by the petitioners, thc-s:tio-n ff-the-petitc to

rt~tg t t lu n A UW. af DOE's CIe (i.=., iSeciua nI?.3) is - e

Commission n~eyrthelocc obeorare that although it doc notcmploy the '

language proposed-by th: petitMr.; _, is in full agreement with the

petitioners' argument that adoption of DOE's EIS must not compromise the

independent responsibilities of NRC to protect the public health and safety

under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Our rulemaking approach is in fact

designed to enhance our ability to address these health and safety issues as

effectively and objectively as possible.

_ i C- La Ob -

L#)W~%C-A "OV %dCn s b101A sW~L40 -eo f c a O. c4VA -j c 'Cs PTSIFINL3 - 4/20/89
GVS (Li < Co 95 a m
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a substantial change in its proposed action that is relevant to

environmental concerns or determines that there are significant new

circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing

on the proposed action or its impacts. The Department shall submit any

supplement to its final environmental impact statement to the Commission.

(See 1 60.22 of this chapter as to required time and manner of submission.)

(c) Whenever the Department of Energy submits a final environmental

impact statement, or a final supplement to an environmental impact

statement, to the Commission pursuant to this section, it shall also inform

the Commission of the status of any civil action for judicial review

initiated pursuant to section 119 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

This status report, which the Department shall update from time to time to

reflect changes in status, shall:

(1) State whether the environmental impact statement has been found by

the courts of the United States to be adequate or inadequate; and

(2) Identify any issues relating to the adequacy of the environmental

impact statement that may remain subject to Judicial review.

9. A new § 51.109 is added to read as follows:

§ 51.109 Public hearings in proceedings for issuance of materials license

with resvect to a aeolooic repository. J /

(a) (1) In a proceeding for the issuance of a license to receive and

possess source, special nuclear, and byproduct material at a geologic
V i04 bhe-s-o- 0f 1hc n e~ftPf AsOH Of e4 nn G AL_

repository operations area, the NRC staff sha jypresent its position on F1 5 kr |St

whether it is practicable to adopt, without further supplementation, the

environmental impact statement (including any supplement thereto) prepared

PTS1FINL3 - 4/20/89
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I by the Secretary of Energy. If the position of the staff is that

supplementation of the environmental impact statement by NRC is required, it

shall file its final supplemental environmental impact statement with the

Environmental Protection Agency, furnish that statement to commenting

agencies, and make it available to the public, before presenting its po.
or a ocn Wmt erw fhr -S #nU- be, pro-C4cabke.

position In discharging its responsibilities under this paragraph, the

staff shall be guided by the principles set forth in paragraphs (c) and (d)

of this section.

(2) Any other party to the proceeding who contends that it is not C

practicable to adopt the DOE environmental imact statement, as it may have
641then %tv~ dy offey #kL ivf61C&+,^ of Act 'A toct

been supplemented, shall file a contention to that effect n ' '"-t

t2 6) 0 el" Such contention must be accompanied by one or fied

more affidavits which set forth factual and/or technical bases for the claim

that, under the principles set forth-. :rr paragraphs (c) and (d) of this

section, it is not practicable to adopt the DOE environmental impact

statement, as it may have been supplemented. The presiding officer shall

resolve disputes concerning adoption of the DOE environmental impact

statement by using, to the extent possible, the criteria and procedures that

are followed in ruling on motions to reopen under § 2.734 of this chapter.

(b) In any such proceeding, the presiding officer will determine those

matters in controversy among the parties within the scope of NEPA and this

subpart, specifically including whether, and to what extent, it is

practicable to adopt the environmental impact statement prepared by the

Secretary of Energy in connection with the issuance of a construction

authorization and license for such repository.

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89



The rule states that the NRC would find it practicable to adopt DOE's

environment impact statement unless:

(1) Actions that the NRC proposes to require DOE to take differ in an

environmentally significant way from the actions proposed in DOE's license

application or

(2) Significant and substantial new information or new considerations

make DOE's environmental impact statement inadequate.

Although there might be situations in which the NRC itself must prepare a -

supplementary environmental impact statement, the Commission expects as a

general rule, that DOE will supplement the statement as needed au~bZied:=th s

In public hearings on whether an authorization to construct a repository

should be issued, parties to the licensing proceeding, including the NRC staff,

will have an opportunity to indicate whether they consider it practicable to

adopt DOE's statement without supplementing it. The presiding officer in the

hearing (a license board) would then determine the extent to which adoption of

the DOE environmental impact statement is practicable.

A proposed rule on this subject was published in the Federal Register for

public comment on May 5, 1988. In response to the comments, a chance was made

to deal with a site other than the Yucca Mountain, Nev., site that has been

designated by Congress. Under NWPA provisions relating to a

Negotiator-selected site, the existing regulations of the Council on
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j/mtiusion tomalke its safety

}ebraion.including the
'determination that thie *pplication Is

'1COnSiStent wlth the certified desin This
Information may be acquired by
appropriate arrngements with the
design certification applicant.

Subpart C-Combined Lcenes .
/

I
1 5271 ScPe Of Subpart

This subpart sets out the requirements
and procedures applicable to
Commission Issuance of combined
licenses for nuclear power facilities.
I S233 Retatloinhp to Subparts and B.

An application for a combined license
under this subpart may. but need not.
reference a standard design certification
issued under Subpart B of this part or an
early site permit issued under Subpart A
of this part or both. In the absence of a
demonstration that an entity other than
the one originally sponsoring and
obtaining a design certification is
qualified to supply such design the
Commission Will entertain an
application for a combined license
which references a standard design
certification issued Under Subpart B
only if the entity that sponsored and
obtained the certification supplies the
certified design for the applicant's use.
I2.75 FXling of applcatios

Any person except one excluded by
10 CFR 5.8 may file an application for
a combined license for a nuclear power
facility with the Director of Nuclear
Reactor Regation. The applicant shall
comply with the filing requirements of

CFR A b) xcept
or arar l b6) of 15:,s thiey

wudapply for a
nuclear power plant construction permit

hee fees associated with the filing and
review of the application are set out in
20 CFR Part 170.

,Commission in connection with the
early site permit, but must contain, in
additon to the information and analyses
otherwise required. information
sufficient to demonstrate that the design
of the facility falls within the parameters
specified in the early ste pent. and to

resolve any other sgnfcant
environmental Issue not considered in
any previous proceeding on the site or
the design.

(2) If the application does not
reference an early site permit. the
applicant sball comply with the
requirements of 10 CFR 5.0f) by
including with the application an
environmental report prepared In
accordance with the provisions of
Subpart A of 10 CFR Part S.

(3) If the application does not
reference an early site permit whlch
contains a site redress plan as described
in I 5217(c) and if the applicant wishes
to be able to perform the activities at the
site allowed by 10 CFR SQ10(e)(ll then
the application must contain the
Information required by I 217(c).

(b) The application must contain the
technically relevant information
required of applicants for an operating
license by 10 CER 50.34. The final safety
analysis report and other required
information may incorporate by
reference the final safety analysis report
for a certified standard design In
pariclar n application eferencing a
certified design mnust descibe those
portions of the design which ae site-
specific, such as the service water
intalce sructure and the ultimate heat
sink. An application referencing a
certified design must also demonstrate
compliance with the interface
requirements established for the design
under s 52.47(a)(2). and have available
for audit procurement specifications and
construction and installation
specifications in accordance with
t 52.47(m)(2). If the application does not
reference a certified design, the
application must comply with the
requirements of I 52.47(a)(2) for level of
design information, and shall contain
the technical information required by
II M47(a)(1) (I). (ii). (v), and (v) and
(3). and. if the design is modular,
I SZ471b)(3).

(c) The application for a combined
license must include the proposed test
inspections, and analyses which the
licensee shall perform and the
acceptance criteria therefor which are
necessary and sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance that, if the tests.
Inspections and analyses are performed
nd the acceptace criteria met. the

facility has been constucted and will
operate in conformity with the combined
license. Where the application

references a certified standard design,
the test. inspections, analyses and
acceptance criteria contained in the
certified design must apply to those
portions of the facility design which are
covered by the design certification.

(d) The application must contain
erc pam wbdh-provide

reasonaeassurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be
taken In tfie event ofa radiological
emergency at the site.

(1) If the application references an
early site permit. the application may
incorporate by reference emergency
plans, or major features of emergency
plans, approved in connection with the
Issuance of the permit.

(2) If the application does not
reference an early site permit. or if no
emergency plans were approved in
connection with the issuance of the
perit. the applicant sball make good
aith efforts to obtain certifications from

the local and State governmental
agencies with emergency planning
responsibilities (I) that the proposed
emergency plans are practicable, (if)
that these agencies are committed to
participating in any further development
of the plans. Including any required field
demonstrations, and (il) that these
agencies are committed to executing
their responsibilities under the plans In
the event of an emergency. The
application must contain any
certifications that have been obtained. If
these certifications cannot be obtained,
the app ication must contain
Information, Including a utility plan.
suffideli to show that thep-roposed
plans nonetheless provide reasonable.
assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken In the
event of a radiological emergency at the
site.
162.1 Standards for view

applications.
Applications filed under this subpart

will be reviewed according to the
standards set out in 10 CFR Parts 20 50
51, 5S, 73. and 100 as they apply to
applications for construction permits
and operating licenses for nuclear power
plants, and as those standards are
technically relevant to the design
proposed for the facility.
1 S. Appcaity of Part 0 provisions.

Unless otherwise specifically
provided in this subpart all provisions
of 10 CF1 Part 50 and its appendices
applicable to holders of construction
permits for nuclear power reactors also
apply to holders of combined licenses
issued under this subpart Similarly, all
provisions of 10 CFR Part 50 and Its

Iw-
I-

& -,4.j

1 52.77 Contents of appfcatlors ger-.ral
Itormation.
The application must contain al of the

information required by 10 CFR 5033, as
that section would apply to applicants
for construction permits and operating
licenses, and 10 CFR 50.33a, as that
section would apply to an applicant for
a nuclear power plant construction
penit In particular, he applicant shall
comply with the !requirement of
1j So.33a(b) regarding the submission of
antitrust Inormation.
1 5279 Contnts of applcatlons; ftchnIcal

(a)(1) In generaL if the application
references an early site permit. the
application need not contain
information or analyses submitted to the

I14;I
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Commissioner Rogers _
Commissioner Curtiss

t amuel J. Chilk, Secretary

SECY-89-140 - NEPA REVIEW PROCEDURES
FOR GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES FOR HIGH-LEVEL
WASTE

The status of the subject staff paper is as follows:

- The period for Commissioner comments has expired.

- A majority of the Commission has provided views.

Chairman Zech approved - 5/9/89
Commissioner Carr approved - 5/23/89
Commissioner Roberts approved - 5/26/89

Your response to SECY on this staff paper within three working
days (Thursday. June 1. 1989) indicating your views would be
appreciated. We plan to schedule the rule for affirmation during
the week of June 5, 1989.

cc: Chairman Zech
Commissioner Carr
Commissioner Roberts
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The rule states that the NRC would find it practicable to adopt DOE's

environment impact statement unless:

(1) Actions that the NRC proposes to require DOE to take differ in an

environmentally significant way from the actions proposed in DOE's license

application or

(2) Significant and substantial new information or new considerations

make DOE's environmental impact statement inadequate.

Although there might be situations in which the NRC itself must prepare a

supplementary environmental impact statement, the Commission expects as a

general rule, that DOE will supplement the statement as needed*^Addl/

In public hearings on whether an authorization to construct a repository

should be Issued, parties to the licensing proceeding, including the NRC staff,

will have an opportunity to indicate whether they consider it practicable to

adopt DOE's statement without supplementing it. The presiding officer in the

hearing (a license board) would then determine the extent to which adoption of

the DOE environmental impact statement is practicable.

A proposed rule on this subject was published in the Federal Register for

public comment on May 5, 1988. In response to the comments, a change was made

to deal with a site other than the Yucca Mountain, Nev., site that has been

designated by Congress. Under.NWPA provisions relating to a

Negotiator-selected site, the existing regulations of the Council on
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address radiological safety issues under the Atomic Energy Act, and that the

requirements of NEPA were substantively modified as they apply to the

high-level nuclear waste program.

We decline to follow EEI's suggestion that issues related to adoption s'

of DOE's environmental impact statement be made prior to the hearing process

and outside the adjudicatory arena. As we have noted before, the impact

statement does not simply 'accompany' an agency recommendation for action in

the sense of having some independent significance in isolation from the

deliberative process. Rather the impact statement is an integral part of

the Commission's decision. It forms as much a vital part of the NRC's

decisional record as anything else. Public Service Company of Oklahoma

(Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-31, 12 NRC 264, 275 (1980). Even

though the range of issues to be considered in the hearing may be limited,

the formal function of the environmental impact statement as an-.element of

the licensing decision remains.

re-e~sfd t -- -dJ !u i %Ll w ~ J~~ : fr deadl4ines for -efther
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However, we find merit in EEI's proposal to fix an early schedule
for the NRC staff to present its position on the practicability
of adoption and for other parties to file contentions with
respect to the practicability of adoption. Accordingly, the
final rule requires the NRC staff to present its position on
adoption at the time that the notice of hearing is published in
the Federal Register. Any contentions filed by any other party
to the proceeding must be filed within thirty days after the
notice of hearing is published. In the event that "substantial
new considerations or new information" subsequently arises,
contentions concerning the practicability of adopting DOE's EIS
that are filed after the 30-day deadline established in the rule
must be accompanied by a demonstration of compliance with the
late filing criteria in 10 CFR 2.1014.
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CHANGES FROM THE PROPOSED RULE

Section 51.67. Environmental information concerning geologic

repositories.

This section is revised to provide for the submission of environmental

impact statements, pursuant to Title IV of NWPA, as amended, with respect to

a Negotiator-selected site. A further change reflects DOE's comment that

supplement would not be required where a modification to its plans had been

previously addressed by its EIS.

Section 51.109. Public hearings in proceedings for issuance of ; 44c (71

materials license with respect to a geologic repository. rue r t
lcoor$1r04d A.

Paragraph (c) is revised so that the special criterion for adoption, as chedjvl for

discussed herein, will apply only with respect to the geologic repository at 4es4 '4i

the Yucca Mountain site. Any EIS for a Negotiator-selected site would be fbsL~o on -We.

excluded from the application of this paragraph. A conforming change f ejo of VW
- -oA environedM~

appears in paragraph (d). mSeItet <

Paragraph (e) is modified to emphasize that the Commission's customary ZIo

policies will be observed except for adoption of an EIS prepared under tJIA %PsZi

Section 114. This is achieved by the insertion of the cross-reference NAg tkp omte -

("in accordance with paragraph (c)") in the introductory clause. As thede k.4i QiS

language has been modified, it permits the adoption of other DOE
- ^~0 penial s

environmental impact statements with respect to a Negotiator-selected site 4 rN

in accordance with generally applicable law. This includes observance of Be Of k41 y
15 fltovd 4

the procedures outlined In 40 CFR 1506.3. This is addressed adequately in & 14e-

Of erk441AIon
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a substantial change in its proposed action that is relevant to

environmental concerns or determines that there are significant new

circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing

on the proposed action or its impacts. The Department shall submit any

supplement to its final environmental impact statement to the Commission.

(See § 60.22 of this chapter as to required time and manner of submission.)

(c) Whenever the Department of Energy submits a final environmental

Impact statement, or a final supplement to an environmental impact

statement, to the Commission pursuant to-this section, it shall also inform

the Commission of the status of any civil action for Judicial review

initiated pursuant to section 119 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

This status report, which the Department shall update from time to time to

reflect changes in status, shall:

(1) State whether the environmental impact statement has been found by

the courts of the United States to be adequate or inadequate; and

(2) Identify any issues relating to the adequacy of the environmental

impact statement that may remain subject to judicial review.

9. A new § 51.109 is added to read as follows:

§ 51.109 Public hearings in proceedings for issuance of materials license

with respect to a geologic repository.

(a) (1) In a proceeding for the issuance of a license to receive and

possess sources special nuclear, and byproduct material at a geologic
rp ty 4hpe pbIhcUkon a( fheO hce, of' hP0n5 _ Wm _wj

repository operations area, the NRC staff shallApresent its s tion on ____

whether it is practicable to adopt, without further supplementation, the

environmental impact statement (including any supplement thereto) prepared

PTSFINL3 - 4/20/89
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by the Secretary of Energy. If the position of the staff is that

supplementation of the environmental impact statement by NRC is required, it

shall file its final supplemental environmental impact statement with the

Environmental Protection Agency, furnish that statement to commenting

agencies, and make it available to the public, before presenting its
or 45 soon Mere ier S inx- be, yrOaeicAuble.

position In discharging its responsibilities under this paragraph, theJA
staff shall be guided by the principles set forth in paragraphs (c) and (d)

of this section.

(2) Any other party to the proceeding who contends that it is not

practicable to adopt the DOE environmental I act statement as it may have
&4%1ktn hits Ckv.sote ' YleA Aet at-Ice

been supplemented,.shall file a contention to hat efectin. 1 ~ vh po ASeArfI

+&";'ll4b) Such contention must be. accompanied by one or >

more affidavits which set forth factual and/or technical bases for the claim

that, under the principles set forth .in. paragraphs (c) and (d) of this

section, it is not practicable to adopt the DOE environmental impact

statement, as it may have been supplemented. The presiding officer shall

resolve disputes concerning adoption of the DOE environmental impact

statement by using, to the extent-possible, the criteria and procedures that

are followed in ruling on motions to reopen under § 2.734 of this chapter.

(b) In any such proceeding, the presiding officer will determine those

matters in controversy among the parties within the scope of NEPA and this

subpart, specifically including whether, and to what extent, it is

practicable to adopt the environmental impact statement prepared by the

Secretary of Energy in connection with the issuance of a construction

authorization and license for such repository.

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89



safety IssueS under the Atomic Energy Act, and that the

AtS of NEPA were substantively modified as they apply to the

hfgh- evel ,wclear waste program.

We decline to follow EEI's suggestion that issues related to adoption

of DOE's environmental impact statement be made prior to the hearing process

and outside the adjudicatory arena. As we have noted before, the impact

statement does not simply 'accompany' an agency recommendation for action in

the sense of having some independent significance in isolation from the

deliberative process. Rather the impact statement is an integral part of

the Commission's decision. It forms as much a vital part of the HRC's

decisional record as anything else. Public Service Company of Oklahoma

(Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-31, 12 NRC 264, 275 (1980). Even

though the-range of issues to be considered in the hearing may be limited,

the formal function of the environmental impact statement as an element of

-he 14iensing decision remains. .
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CHANGES FROM THE PROPOSED RULE

Section 51.67. Environmental information concerning geologic

repositories.

This section is revised to provide for the submission of environmental

impact statements, pursuant to Title IV of NWPA, as amended, with respect to

a Negotiator-selected site. A further change reflects DOE's comment that

supplement would not be required where a modification to its plans had been

previously addressed by its EIS.

Section 51.109. Public hearings in proceedings for issuance of k rar? 'AV

materials license with respect to a geologic repository. ,E-

Paragraph (c) is revised so that the special criterion for adoption, as 4nv;ri ^4/

discussed herein, will apply only with respect to the geologic repository at s4 :-"'t , a'c

Yucca Mountain site. Any EIS for a Negotiator-selected site would be C*14"eS;

excluded from the application of this paragraph. A conforming change s

appears In paragraph (d). Htf

A"LA -"
Paragraph (e) is modified to emphasize that the Commission's customary LSL LIJ5

policies will be observed except for adoption of an EIS prepared under

Section 114. This is achieved by the insertion of the cross-reference - -a

(win accordance with paragraph (c)") in the introductory clause. As the O n041lA_

language has been modified, it permits the adoption of other DOE ; L

environmental impact statements with respect to a Negotiator-selected site fr' 4kg-
in accordance with generally applicable law. This includes observance of OF ' 404f' ns
the procedures outlined in 40 CFR 1506.3. This is addressed adequately in
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SbZt==ltalchange in its proposed action that is relevant to

vironmental concerns or determines that there are significant new

circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing

on the proposed action or its impacts. The Department shall submit any

supplement to its final environmental impact statement to the Commission.

(See § 60.22 of this chapter as to required time and manner of submission.)

(c) Whenever the Department of Energy submits a final environmental

impact statement, or a final supplement to an environmental impact

statement, to the Commission pursuant to this section, it shall also inform

the Conmmission of the status of any civil action for Judicial review

initiated pursuant to section 119 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

This status report, which the Department shall update from time to time to

reflect changes in status, shall:

(1) State whether the environmental impact statement has been found by

'' courts of the United States to be adequate or inadequate; and

(2) Identify any issues relating to the adequacy of the environmental

impact statement that may remain subject to judicial review.

9. A new § 51.109 is added to read as follows:

§ 51.109 Public hearings in proceedings for issuance of materials license

with respect to a geologic repository.

(a) (1) In a proceeding for the issuance of a license to receive and

possess source, special nuc adbyprduct a at geologic

repository operations a the sta f kall prese t its posi ion on

whether it is practicable to adopt, without further supplementation, the

environmental impact statement (including any supplement thereto) prepared
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-i; be S crelatyr of Eaergy. If the position of the staff is that

suppleentatton of the environmental Impact statement by NRC is required, it

sh 1e its final supplemental environmental impact statement with the

Environmental Protection Agency, furnish that statement to commenting

agencies, and make i1avatloble to the publlc, be f re reseting its
ME$s SCWM H er JoA. AS Mu <L r

position) In discharging its responsibilities u'der this paragraph, the

staff shall be guided by the principles set forth in paragraphs (c) and (d)

of this section.

(2) Any other party to the proceeding who contends that it is not

practicable to adopt the DOE environmental impact statements 1trma hat

been supplemented, shall file a contention to that effect t -:..CA>. Pl.b:

f-eRiA4fb)-of:-t-his-chapters Such contention must be accompanied by one or hoh C-e

3 affidavits which set forth factual and/or technical bases for the claim {. S

that, under the principles set forth in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this .___ St

section, it is not practicable to adopt the DOE environmental impact

statement, as it may have been supplemented. The presiding officer shall

resolve disputes concerning adoption of the DOE environmental impact

statement by using, to the extent possible, the criteria and procedures that

are followed in ruling on motions to reopen under § 2.734 of this chapter.

(b) In any such proceeding, the presiding officer will determine those

matters in controversy among the parties within the scope of NEPA and this

subpart, specifically including whether, and to what extent, it is

practicable to adopt the environmental impact statement prepared by the

Secretary of Energy in connection with the issuance of a construction

%orization and license for such repository.
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Commissioner Curtiss' comments on SECY-89-140:

1. It is not clear from the proposed final rule when the
staff is to file its position on whether it is
practicable to adopt the DOE EIS. The Statement of
Considerations indicates that the staff's position
would be filed "at the outset of the proceeding"
(Statement of Considerations# p. 18). The response to
public comment 5-6, on the other hand, suggests that
only a "tentative staff judgment" would be made at this
point. And the Office of General Counsel's April 14,
1986 memorandum on this same subject seems to indicate
that the final decision on whether to adopt the DOE EIS
cannot be made until the NRC has "commenced its safety
review" of the DOE application (see Memorandum from
Martin G. Malsch to the Commission, April 14, 1986).

To clarify this matter, I would recommend that section
51.109(a)(1) and the accompanying Statement of
Considerations be modified to require the staff to file
its position on adoption at the time that the Notice of
Hearing on DOE's application is published. Since the
staff will have already reviewed DOE's draft EIS and be
familiar with.the contents and the adequacy of the
document, the staff should be well prepared at this
point to set forth its views on the adequacy of the
EIS, the need for supplementation, and the
practicability of adopting all or part of that
document. Then, once intervenor contentions are filed
on the practicability of adoption and the need to
supplement DOE's EIS (see comment 2, below), the
Licensing Board can begin processing the contentions
and render a decision on adoption at an early stage in
the licensing process. If significant and substantial
new information or new considerations should
subsequently arise (including any new information or
new considerations that might arise as a result of the
staff's safety review), the staff can then advise DOE
of the need to supplement the EIS pursuant to section
60.24(c) or, if DOE declines, proceed with the
preparation of its own EIS supplement.

2. Section 51.109(a)(2) should be modified to require that
intervenor contentions on both the practicability of
adoption and the need to supplement DOE's EIS should be
filed within 30 days of the Notice of Hearing. This
would comport with the model timeline contained in the
recently promulgated LSS rule for the filing of
intervenor contentions.

3. Finally, I support the staff's proposal to coordinate
with DOE at an early stage on the scoping process for
the EIS (Statement of Considerations, p. 17). Before
that consultative process begins, however, I would



recommend that the staff be directed to submit to the
commission a paper setting forth the staff's views on
what the scope of DOE's EIS should be from our
standpoint as the licensing agency, specifically
focusing on identifying those issues that DOE must
address in its EIS in order for us to make a licensing
decision under 10 CFR Part 60. I am particularly
interested in how we intend to approach issues such as
national transportation routing in our licensing
proceeding. Since the scoping process will be the
first opportunity for us to convey our position on this
and other similar issues, I believe that the Commission
needs to be involved early in the formulation of the
agency's position on the scope of matters that must be
addressed in the EIS and, by implication, in our
licensing proceeding.

Minor editorial comments on page 15 are attached.
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NWPA bars later challenge. The other DOE comments call for some

clarification of the Commission's intentions, but do not prompt any

fundamental change of the position that had previously been outlined.

For example, we can put to rest DOE's concern that NRC might defer its

acceptance review of the license application until the entire Judicial

review process on the EIS had run its course. Under the amendments, both as

proposed and as adopted, the acceptance review applies only to the

completeness of "the application," not "the application or environmental

report" as under existing 10 CFR 2.101(f)(2).

We believe we can also satisfy DOE's concern with respect to our

mention, at 53 FR 16132, that there may be a need for 'multiple EIS's." The

point being made was not that NRC might need to prepare its own EIS when DOE

had already done so, but that the licensing process may involve more than

one major federal action (for example,...the construction of the repository on

the one hand and the emplacement of waste on the other) that could

necessitate the preparation of a supplemental EIS if not an entirely new

one f e f ait '&6os <e. n s -iz 4e or &fr7
V ena~p<e /* axe h7ltbaJ j:s.

The responsibility for supplementation was another point of contention.

DOE - along with some of the other commenters - argued that it would be

inappropriate for it to be obliged to supplement its completed EIS in order

to satisfy any independent NEPA responsibilities of the Commission. We

agree with this statement. But, as DOE itself acknowledges, it might need

to supplement the EIS if it were to make a substantial change in the

proposed action or if significant new circumstances or information were to

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89
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Commissioner Curtiss' comments on SECY-89-140:

1. It is not clear from the proposed final rule when the
staff is to file its position on whether it is
practicable to adopt the DOE EIS. The Statement of
Considerations indicates that the staff's position
would be filed "at the outset of the proceeding"
(Statement of Considerations, p. 18). The response to
public comment 5-6, on the other hand, suggests that
-only a "tentative staff judgment" would be made at this
point. And the Office of General Counsel's April 14,
1986 memorandum on this same subject seems to indicate
that the final decision on whether to adopt the DOE EIS
cannot be made until the NRC has "commenced its safety
review" of the DOE application (see Memorandum from
Martin G. Malsch to the Commission, April 14, 1986).

To clarify this matter, I would recommend that section
51.109(a)-(1) and the accompanying Statement of
Considerations be modified to require the staff to file
its position on adoption at the time that the Notice of
Hearing on DOE's application is published. Since the
staff will have already reviewed DOE's draft EIS and be
familiar with. the contents and the adequacy of the
document, the staff should be well prepared at this
point to set forth its views on the adequacy of the
EIS, the need for supplementation, and the
practicability of adopting all or part of that
document. Then, once intervenor contentions are filed
on the practicability of adoption and the need to
supplement DOE's EIS (see comment 2, below), the
Licensing Board can begin processing the contentions
and render a decision on adoption at an early stage in
the licensing process. If significant and substantial
new information or new considerations should
subsequently arise (including any new information or
new considerations that might arise as a result of the
staff's safety review), the staff can then advise DOE
of the need to supplement the EIS pursuant to section*
60.24(c) or, if DOE declines, proceed with the
preparation of its own EIS supplement.

2. Section 51.109(a)(2) should be modified to require that
intervenor contentions on both the practicability of
adoption and the need to supplement DOE's EIS should be
filed within 30 days of the Notice of Hearing. This
would comport with the model timeline contained-in the
recently promulgated LSS rule for the filing of
intervenor contentions.

3. Finally, I support the staff's proposal to coordinate
with DOE at an early stage on the scoping process for
the EIS (Statement of Considerations, p. 17). Before
that consultative process begins, however, I would



recommend that the staff be directed to submit to the
commission a paper setting forth the staff's views on
what the scope of DOE's EIS should be from our
standpoint as the licensing agency, specifically
focusing on identifying those issues that DOE must
address in its EIS in order for us to make a licensing
decision under 10 CFR Part 60. I am particularly
interested in how we intend to approach issues such as
national transportation routing in our licensing
proceeding. Since the scoping process will be the
first opportunity for us to convey our position on this
and other similar issues, I believe that the Commission
needs to be involved early in the formulation of the
agency's position on the scope of matters that must be
addressed in the EIS and, by implication, in our
licensing proceeding.

Minor editorial comments on page 15 are attached.
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NWPA bars later challenge. The other DOE comments call for some

clarification of the Commission's intentions, but do not prompt any

fundamental change of the position that had previously been outlined.

For example, we can put to rest DOE's concern that NRC might defer its

acceptance review of the license application until the entire judicial

review process on the EIS had run its course. Under the amendments, both as

proposed and as adopted, the acceptance review applies only to the

completeness of 'the application,' not 'the application or environmental

report' as under existing 10 CFR 2.101(f)(2).

We believe we can also satisfy DOE's concern with respect to our

mention, at 53 FR 16132, that there may be a need for 'multiple EIS's." The

point being made was not that NRC might need to prepare its own EIS when DOE

had already done so, but that the licensing process may involve more than

one maJor federal action (for example,: the construction of the repository on

the one hand and the emplacement of waste on the other) that could

necessitate the preparation of a supplemental EIS if not an entirely new

oneg 1  e q1 ou fr r ueh gr%/73 j5 rO10 no/eVut ite t
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The responsibility for supplementation was another point of contention.

DOE - along with some of the other commenters - argued that it would be

Inappropriate for it to be obliged to supplement its completed EIS in order

to satisfy any independent NEPA responsibilities of the Commission. We

agree with this statement. But, as DOE itself acknowledges, It might need

to supplement the EIS if it were to make a substantial change in the

proposed action or if significant new circumstances or information were to

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89
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Commissioner Curtiss' comments on SECY-89-140:

1. It is not clear from the proposed final rule when the
staff is to file its position on whether it is
practicable to adopt the DOE EIS. The Statement of
Considerations indicates that the staff's position
would be filed "at the outset of the proceeding"
(Statement of Considerations, p. 18). The response to
public comment 5-6, on the other hand, suggests that
only a "tentative staff judgment" would be made at this
point. And the Office of General Counsel's April 14,
1986 memorandum on this same subject seems to indicate
that the final decision on whether to adopt the DOE EIS
cannot be made until the NRC has "commenced its safety
review" of the DOE application (see Memorandum from
Martin G. Malsch to the Commission, April 14, 1986).

To clarify this matter, I would recommend that section
51.109(a)(1) and the accompanying Statement of
Considerations be modified to require the staff to file
its position on adoption at the time that the Notice of
Hearing on DOE's application is published. Since the
staff will have already reviewed DOE's draft EIS and be
familiar with.the contents and the adequacy of the
document, the staff should be well prepared at this
point to set forth its views on the adequacy of the
EIS, the need for supplementation, and the
practicability of adopting all or part of that
document. Then, once intervenor contentions are filed
on the practicability of adoption and the need to
supplement DOE's EIS (see comment 2, below), the
Licensing Board can begin processing the contentions
and render a decision on adoption at an early stage in
the licensing process. If significant and substantial
new information or new considerations should
subsequently arise (including any new information or
new considerations that might arise as a result of the
staff's safety review), the staff can then advise DOE
of the need to supplement the EIS pursuant to section
60.24(c) or, if DOE declines, proceed with the
preparation of its own EIS supplement.

2. Section 51.109(a)(2) should be modified to require that
intervenor contentions on both the practicability of
adoption and the need to supplement DOE's EIS should be
filed within 30 days of the Notice of Hearing. This
would comport with the model timeline contained in the
recently promulgated LSS rule for the filing of
intervenor contentions.

3. Finally, I support the staff's proposal to coordinate
with DOE at an early stage on the scoping process for
the EIS (Statement of Considerations, p. 17). Before
that consultative process begins, however, I would



recommend that the staff be directed to submit to the
Commission a paper setting forth the staff's views on
what the scope of DOE's EIS should be from our
standpoint as the licensing agency, specifically
focusing on identifying those issues that DOE must
address in its EIS in order for us to make a licensing
decision under 10 CFR Part 60. I am particularly
interested in how we intend to approach issues such as
national transportation routing in our licensing
proceeding. Since the scoping process will be the
first opportunity for us to convey our position on this
and other similar issues, I believe that the Commission
needs to be involved early in the formulation of the

- agency's position on the scope of matters that must be
addressed in the EIS and, by implication, in our
licensing proceeding.

Minor editorial comments on page 15 are attached.
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NWPA bars later challenge. The other DOE comments call for some

clarification of the Commission's intentions, but do not prq*nt any

fundamental change of the position that had previously been outlined.

For example, we can put to rest DOE's concern that NRC might defer its

acceptance review of the license application until the entire judicial

review process on the EIS had run its course. Under the amendments, both as

proposed and as adopted, the acceptance review applies only to the

completeness of 'the application," not 'the application or environmental

report" as under existing 10 CFR 2.101(f)(2).

We believe we can also satisfy DOE's concern with respect to our

mention, at 53 FR 16132, that there may be a need for 'multiple EIS's." The

point being made was not that NRC might need to prepare its own EIS when DOE

'had already done so, but that the licensing process may involve more than

one major federal action (for example, the construction of the repository on

the one hand and the emplacement of waste on the other) that could

necessitate the preparation of a supplemental EIS if not an entirely new
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The responsibility for supplementation was another point of contention.

DOE - along with some of the other commenters - argued that it would be

inappropriate for it to be obliged to supplement its completed EIS in order

to satisfy any independent NEPA responsibilities of the Commission. We

agree with this statement. But, as DOE itself acknowledges, it might need

to supplement the EIS if It were to make a substantial change in the

proposed action or if significant new circumstances or Information were to
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2.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(b) Disposal systems shall be-monitored after disposal to detect any
substantial and detrimental deviations from expected performance. This
monitoring shall be done with techniques that do not Jeopardize the isolation
of the wastes and shall be conducted until there are no significant concerns
to be addressed by further monitoring.

b. Discussion:

Part 60 currently requires completion of a performance confirmation program
prior to repository closure, but does not require monitoring during the period
following closure but prior to license termination. The Commission chose not
to require post-closure monitoring because of doubts about the usefulness of
such monitoring and because of fears that monitoring in or near a repository
after closure could degrade repository performance. The type of monitoring
envisioned by EPA does not involve direct monitoring of the repository itself
(which might degrade repository performance). Rather, EPA proposes monitoring
of such parameters as regional groundwater flow characteristics. The NRC
agrees that such monitoring may, in some cases, provide desirable information
beyond that which would be obtained in the performance confirmation program
which Part 60 now requires to be continued until permanent closure. The.NRC
therefore proposes to require monitoring as an extension of performance
confirmation,.as appropriate, when such monitoring can be conducted without
degrading repository performance.

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add to §60.21(c) a new 1 (9) as follows:

(9) A general description of the program for post-permanent closure
monitoring of the geologic repository.

Renumber the current 1 (9) through (15) accordingly.

Revise §60.51(a)(1) to read:

(1) A detailed description of the program for post-permanent closure,
monitoring of the geologic repository in accordance with 160.144. As a
minimum, this description shall:'

(I) identify those parameters that will be monitored;
Ii) indicate how each parameter will be used to evaluate the expected

performance of the repository; and
(iii) discuss the length of time over which each parameter should be

monitored to adequately confirm the expected performance of the repository.



Add to §60.52(c) a new 1 (3) as follows:

(3) That the results available from the post-permanent closure monitoring
program confirm the expectation that the repository will comply with the
performance objectives set out at §60.112 and §60.113; and

Renumber the current ¶ (3) as 1 (4).

Add a new §60.144 as follows:

160.144 Monitoring After Permanent Closure

A program of monitoring shall be conducted after permanent closure to
monitor all repository characteristics which can reasonably be expected to
provide material confirmatory information regarding long-term repository
performance, provided that the means for conducting such monitoring will not
degrade repository performance. This program shall be continued until
termination of a license.

Include in the Supplementary Information of the Federal Register notice
proposing these changes the following paragraph:

Part 60 currently requires DOE to carry out a performance confirmation
program which is to continue until repository closure. Part 60 does not now
require monitoring after repository closure because of the likelihood that
post-closure monitoring of the underground facility would degrade repository
performance. The Commission recognizes, however, that monitoring such
parameters as regional groundwater flow characteristics may, in some cases,
provide desirable information beyond that which would be obtained in the
performance confirmation program. The proposed requirement for post-permanent
closure monitoring requires that such monitoring be continued until
termination of a license. The Commission intends that a repository license
not be terminated until such time as the Commission is convinced that there is
no significant additional information to be obtained from such monitoring
which would be material to a finding of reasonable assurance that long-term
repository performance would be in accordance with the established performance
objectives.



3.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(c) Disposal'sites shall be designated by the most permanent markers,
records, and other passive institutional controls practicable to indicate
the dangers of the wastes and their location.

b. Discussion:

No revisions to Pait 60 are needed.- §60.21(c)(8), 60.51(a)(2). and 60.121
contain equivalent provisions. -
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4.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(d) Disposal systems shall use several different types of barriers to
isolate the wastes from the environment. Both engineered and natural barriers
shall be included.

b. Discussion:

The NRC considers that Part-60 already requires use of both engineered and
natural barriers. Nevertheless, in order to avoid any possible confusion
regarding the provisions of §60.113(b), the NRC proposes to add additional
clarifying language to §60.113.

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add a new I (d) to §60.113 as follows:

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of (b) above, the geologic repository
shall incorporate a system of multiple barriers, both engineered and natural.

In the Supplementary Information of the Federal Register notice proposing
these changes include the following:

Questions might arise regarding the types of engineered or natural
materials or structures which would be considered to constitute barriers.
The Commission notes that §602 now contains the definition: "'Barrier' means
any material or structure that prevents or substantially delays movement of
water or radionuclides." Thus, the Commission considers that the new
paragraph to be added to §60.113 will confirm the Commission's commitment to a
multiple barrier approach as contemplated by Section 121(b)(1)(B) of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act.
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5.a. EPA Assurance ReQuirement: -_--

(e) Places where there has been mining for resources, or where there is a
reasonable expectation of exploration for scarce or easily accessible
resources, or where there is a significant concentration of any material that
is not widely available from other sources, should be avoided in selecting
disposal sites. 'Resources to be considered shall include minerals, petroleum
or natural gas, valuable geologic formations, and ground-waters-that are
either irreplaceable because'there is no reasonable alternative source of
drinking water available for substantial populations or that are vital to the
preservation of unique and 'sensitive ecosystems. Such places shall not be
used for disposal of the wastes covered by this Part unless the favorable
characteristics of such places compensate for their greater likelihood of
being disturbed in the future.

b. Discussion:

Part 60 contains provisions equivalent to this assurance requirement in
§60.122(c)(17), (18) and (19). Part 60 does not, however, address Oa
significant concentration of any material that is not widely available from
other sources."

It is possible that the economic value of materials could change in the future
in a way which might attract future exploration or development detrimental to
repository performance. The NRC proposes to add an additional potentially
adverse condition to Part 60 related to significant concentrations of material
that is not widely available from other sources. As with the other potentially
adverse conditions, the presence of such a condition would require an
evaluation of the effect of the condition on repository performance as
specified in §60.122(a)(2) (ii), but would not preclude selection of a site for
repository construction. (It should be noted that DOE's siting guidelines
contain an identical provision in 10 CFR 960.4-2-8-1.)

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add a new 1 (18) to §60.122(c) as follows:

(18) The presence of significant concentrations of any
naturally-occurring material that is not widely available from other sources.

Renumber the current I (18) through (21) accordingly.
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6.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(f) Disposal systems shall be selected so that removal of most of the
wastes is not precluded for a reasonable period of time after disposal.

b. Discussion:,'.

EPA's concept of removal' is significantly different from "retrieval3 in
Part 60. EPA wants'to preclude disposal conceptssuch as deep well injection
for which it would be virtually impossible to remove or recover wastes
regardless of the time and resources employed. For a mined geologic
repository wastes could be located and recovered, albeit at great cost, even
after repository closure. EPA therefore considers that a repository complies
with this assurance requirement,'and no revision to Part 60 Is needed.

,I

I



UNITED STATES
ele NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

November 27, 1985
OFFICE OF THE

SECRETARY

MEMORANDUM FOR: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for rations

FROM: Samuel J. Chilk, Secre9 O

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - N TAION VOTE ON
SECY-85-272 - REPORT O T[E ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY'S ENVIRONMENTAL
STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE
DISPOSAL

On September 19, 1985, the Commission (with all Commissioners
agreeing) approved the proposed letter to EPA, as attached.
Immediately following Commission approval, the ACRS requested
that this matter be discussed with the Committee. On October
21, 1985, the Commission met with the staff, ACRS and others
to discuss conflicting views.

Upon due consideration of the concerns expressed by the ACRS
and the responses by the staff, the Commission reaffirmed
releasing the letter to EPA.

The letter has been forwarded to the Chairman for his
signature.

In addition, EDO is directed to submit to the Commission the
rulemaking package which conforms 10 CFR Part 60 with the EPA
Standard. The Commission also stresses the importance for the
staff to clearly articulate, in the changes to Part 60, how we
interpret the EPA's Standards and that the ACRS' concerns be
addressed by clearly defining the basis for the assurance that
adequate flexibility exists in the standards for their
implementation. In particular, care should be taken to avoid
any ambiguity in the application of probabilistic conditions
placed on the post-closure containment requirements.

(EDO Suspense: 2/15/86)
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The Commission also agrees that the staff and the ACRS should
interact with each other early in the process of developing
the package on 10 CFR Part 60 as well as in future reviews of
NRC activities under the NWPA so that valuable technical
advice and input can be used in a timely manner by the
Commission.

Chairman Palladino requested, in line with ACRS comments, that
EDO accelerate its efforts to develop analytical methods to be
used in making a determination that a licensee is complying
with the EPA Standards. These methods should receive as broad
an input and review as possible.

Attachment:
As stated

cc: Chairman Palladino
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner-Asselstine
Commissioner Bernthal
Commissioner Zech
OGC
OPE
ACRS
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0 UNITED STATES
- NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

-J WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20555

'4.

CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Lee Thomas
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Mr. Thomas:

On May 10 and 11, 1982 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
submitted formal comments on the Environmental Protection
Agency's proposed environmental standards for management and
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. Among other
things, we stated our view that the proposed "assurance
requirements" and "procedural requirements" contained in those
proposed standards involved matters of implementation and thus
went beyond the limits of EPA's jurisdiction. -

In letters dated July 19 and August 15, 1984 Acting Chairman
Roberts and Former Administrator Ruckelshaus, respectively,
agreed that the staffs of EPA and NRC should attempt to
develop modifications to 10 CFR Part 60 to incorporate the
principles of EPA's proposed assurance and procedural
requirements. EPA could then delete these requirements or
make them applicable only to facilities r.ot licensed by the
NRC, eliminating any potential problems nf jurisdictional
overlap.

The NRC staff recently reported to the Commission several
proposed changes to Part 60 which have been worked out by the'
NRC and EPA staff (text enclosed). Consistent with the
provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, the Commission
will propose these changes for incorporation into Part 60 now
that the final EPA high-level waste standards have been
published. The NRC staff anticipates submittal of a
rulemaking package, incorporating both these wording changes
and other conforming amendments, to the Commission within 120
days.

The Commission appreciates the cooperation shown by the EPA
staff in working to reach this agreement.

Sincerely,

Nunzio J. Palladino

Enclosure:
Proposed changes to

10 CFR Part 60



EPA ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS AND

PROPOSED CHANGES TO PART 60

l.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(a) Active institutional controls over disposal sites should be
maintained for as long a period of time as is practicable after disposal;
however, performance assessments that assess isolation of the wastes from
the accessible environment shall not consider any contributions from active
institutional controls for more than 100 years after disposal.

(In Working Draft No. 8 "active institutional control' means: (1) controlling
access to a disposal site by any means other than passive institutional
controls, (2) performing maintenance operations or remedial actions at a site,
(3) controlling or cleaning up releases from a site, or (4) monitoring
parameters related to disposal system performance.)

b. -Discussion:

The Commission's existing provisions (§60.52) related to license termination
will determine the length of time for which institutional controls should be
maintained, and there is therefore no need to alter Part 60 based on the
first part of this assurance requirement.

The second part of this assurance requirement would require that "active"
institutional controls be excluded from consideration (after 100 years) when
the Commission assesses the isolation characteristics of a repository. The
NRC staff understands that remedial actions (or other active institutional
controls) would not be relied upon under Part 60 to compensate for a poor site
or inadequate engineered barriers. However, in the definition of
"unanticipated events and processes," Part 60 expressly contemplates that,
in assessing human intrusion scenarios, the Commission would assume that
"institutions are able to assess risk and to take remedial action at a level
of social organization and technological competence equivalent to, or superior
to, that which was applied in initiating the processes or events concerned"
(emphasis added). Therefore, it might appear at first blush that Part 60 is
at odds with the draft EPA standards.



2.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(b) Disposal systems shall be monitored after disposal to detect any
substantial and detrimental deviations from expected performance. This
monitoring shall be done with techniques that do not jeopardize the isolation
of the wastes and shall be conducted until there are no significant concerns
to be addressed by further monitoring.

b. Discussion:

Part 60 currently requires completion of a performance confirmation program
prior to repository closure, but does not require monitoring during the period
following closure but prior to license termination. The Commission chose not
to require post-closure monitoring because of doubts about the usefulness of
such monitoring and because of fears that monitoring in or near a repository
after closure could degrade repository performance. The type of monitoring
envisioned by EPA does not involve direct monitoring of the repository itself
(which might degrade repository performance). Rather, EPA proposes monitoring
of such parameters as regional groundwater flow characteristics. The NRC
agrees that such monitoring may, in some cases, provide desirable information
beyond that which would be obtained in the performance confirmation program
which Part 60 now requires to be continued until permanent closure. The NRC
therefore proposes to require monitoring as an extension of performance
confirmation, as appropriate, when such monitoring can be conducted without
degrading repository performance.

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add to §60.21(c) a new 9 (9) as follows:

(9) A general description of the program for post-permanent closure
monitoring of the geologic repository.

Renumber the current ¶ (9) through (15) accordingly.

Revise §60.51(a)(1) to read:

(1) A detailed description of the program for post-permanent closure
monitoring of the geologic repository in accordance with §60.144. As a
minimum, this description shall:

1i) identify those parameters that will be monitored;
i) indicate how each parameter will be used to evaluate the expected

performance of the repository; and
(iii) discuss the length of time over which each parameter should be

monitored to adequately confirm the expected performance of the repository.



3.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(c) Disposal sites shall be designated by the most permanent markers,
records, and other passive institutional controls practicable to indicate
the dangers of the wastes and their location.

b. Discussion:

No revisions to Part 60 are needed. §60.21(c)(8), 60.51(a)(2), and 60.121
contain equivalent provisions.



5.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(e) Places where there has been mining for resources, or where there is a
reasonable expectation of exploration for scarce or easily accessible
resources, or where there is a significant concentration of any material that
is not widely available from other sources, should be avoided in selecting
disposal. sites. Resources to be considered shall include minerals, petroleum
or natural gas, valuable geologic formations,-and ground waters that are
either irreplaceable because there is no reasonable alternative source of
drinking water available for substantial populations or that are vital to the
preservation of unique and sensitive ecosystems. Such places shall not be
used for disposal of the wastes covered by this Part unless the favorable
characteristics of such places compensate for their greater likelihood of
being disturbed in the future.

b. Discussion:

Part 60 contains provisions equivalent to this assurance requirement in
160.122(c)(17), (18) and (19). Part 60 does not, however, address "a
significant concentration of any material that is not widely available from
other sources."

It is possible that the economic value of materials could change in the future
in a way which might attract future exploration or development detrimental to
repository performance. The NRC proposes to add an additional potentially
adverse condition to Part 60 related to significant concentrations of material
that is not widely available from other sources. As with the other potentially
adverse conditions, the presence of such a condition would require an
evaluation of the effect of the condition on repository performance as
specified in §60.122(a)(2)(ii), but would not preclude selection of a site for
repository construction. (It should be noted that DOE's siting guidelines
contain an identical provision in 10 CFR 960.4-2-8-1.)

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add a new I (18) to §60.122(c) as follows:

(18) The presence of significant concentrations of any
naturally-occurring material that is not widely available from other sources.

Renumber the current I (18) through (21) accordingly.



No 0 AlT I 0 V 0 T E.O.T ON VOTE ....

TO:

RESPONSE SHEET

SAMUEL J. CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

COMMISSIONER ZECHFROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-85-272 - REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY'S ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

APPROVED_ V___ DISAPPROVED ABSTA I N___

NOT PARTICIPATING REQUEST DISCUSSION_

COMMENTS:

YES NO

L/7 VAIEEntered on "AS"

SECRETARIAT NOTE: PLEASE ALSO RESPOND TO AND/OR COMMENT ON OGC/OPE
MEMORANDUM IF ONE HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THIS PAPER.

NRC-SECY FORM DEC. 80
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RESPONSE SHEET

TO: SAMUEL J. CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOFROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-85-272 - REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY'S ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

APPROVED X DISAI

NOT PARTICIPATING__._
,PPROVED ABSTAIN_

REQUEST DISCUSSION_

COMMENTS: Approve letter as modified. See attached.

I would urge the staff
rulemaking package for
120 days.

to submit to the Commission the
conforming Part 60 in less than

V'51bA1U.

1%I

NO

/-7 f/ 4 EEntered on "AS"

SECRETARIAT NOTE: PLEASE ALSO RESPOND TO AND/OR COMMENT ON OGC/OPE
MEMORANDUM IF ONE HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THIS PAPER.

NRC-SECY FORM DEC. 80



.3 _UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2055

OFFICE OF THE
CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Lee Thomas
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Mr. Thomas:

On May 10 and 11, 1982 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) submitted formal
comments on the Environmental Protection Agency's proposed environmental
standards for management and disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. Among

tother things, we stated our view that the propose- "assurance requirements' and
Uprocedural requirements" contained in those proposed standards involved
matters of implementation and thus went beyond the limits of EPA's
Jurisdiction.

In letters dated July 19 and August 15, 1984 Acting Chairman Roberts and Former
Administrator Ruckelshaus, respectively, agreed that the staffs of EPA and NRC
should attempt to develop modifications to Part 60 to incorporate the
principles of EPA's proposed assurance and procedural requirements. EPA could
then delete these requirements or make them applicable only to facilities not
licensed by the NRC, eliminating any potential problems of jurisdictional

f ~overlap. .i ~sb~

The NRC staff recently reported to the Commission several proposed changes to
Part 60 which have been worked out by the NRC and EPA staff/ (text enclosed).
The.-e6omm$4on-f4nds the-wordting-of these chanes aco^ 1 -&A- consistent
with the provisions of the Administrative Procedure ActTwill propose these
changes for incorporation into Part 60 after publication of the final EPA
high-level waste standards. The NRC staff anticipates submittal of a
rulemaking package, incorporating both these wording changes and other
conforming amendments, to the Commission within 120 days after publication of
the final EPA standards.

4 ll' appreciat6the cooperation shown by the EPA staff in working to reach this
to P151 1lgreement.

Sincerely,

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman

Enclosure: Proposed changes to
10 CFR Part 60
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RESPONSE SHEET

SAMUEL J. CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

. .

TO:

FROM:

SUBJEC

APPROV

T: SECY-85-272 - REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY'S ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

ED__ DISAPPROVED__ ABSTAIN_

NOT PARTICIPATING__ REQUEST DISCUSSION.

COMMENTS:

$zLUNATE
-

YES NO

Q j 7 L' 7 DAILEntered on "AS"

SECRETARIAT NOTE: PLEASE ALSO RESPOND TO AND/OR COMMENT ON OGC/OPE
MEMORANDUM IF ONE HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THIS PAPER.

NRC-SECY FORM DEC. 80



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

.FFICE OF THE
CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Lee Thomas
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Mr. Thomas:

On May 10 and 11, 1982 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) submitted formal
comments on the Environmental Protection Agency's proposed environmental
standards for management and disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. Among
other things, we stated our view that the proposed assurance requirements and
"procedural requirements3 contained in those proposed standards involved
matters of implementation and thus went beyond the limits of EPA's
Jurisdiction.

In letters dated July 19 and August 15, 1984 Acting Chairman Roberts and Former
Administrator Ruckelshaus, respectively, agreed that the staffs of EPA and NRC
should attempt to develop modifications to Part 60 to incorporate the
principles of EPA's proposed assurance and procedural requirements. EPA could
then delete these requirements or make them applicable only to facilities not-
licensed by the NRC, eliminating any potential problems of Jurisdictional
overlap.

The NRC staff recently reported to the Commission several proposed changes to
Part 60 which have been worked out by the NRC and EPA staff (text enclosed).
The Commission finds the wording of these changes acceptable and, consistent
with the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, will propose these
changes for incorporation into Part 60 pubieetv=of the final EPA
high-level waste standards The NRC taff anticipates submittal of a
rulemaking package, inco orating th these wording changes and other
conforming amendments.o the C ission within ,ef"days.Laf ter-;IbPf!2bi of

Pappreciatest cooperati shown by the EPA staff in working to reach this
agreement.//

Adz rN4r Sincerely,

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman

Enclosure: Proposed changes to
10 CFR Part 60
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RESNESEET

TO: SAMUEL J. CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

Co01MISSIONER BERNTHALFROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-85-272 - REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY'S ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

APPROVED D?'

NOT PARTICIPATING_

DISAPPROVED XA

REQUEST DISCUSSION.

BSTAIN_

COMMENTS: cz 6- 7 -.-- %

A ',-' h <--( 5- C X,

YES NO

Entered on "AS" X /7 /DAIL/

SECRETARIAT NOTE: PLEASE ALSO RESPOND TO AND/OR COMMENT ON OGC/OPE
MEMORANDUM IF ONE HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THIS PAPER.

NRC-SECY FORM DEC. 80
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RESPONSE SHEET

SAMUEL J- CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-85-272 - REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY'S ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

II S A
APPRO ICED A IP T N __ _ _DISAF

NOT PARTICIP.ATING-

'PROVED _ ABSTAIN_
REQUEST DISCUSSIION

COMMENTS:

Entered on "AS"

SECRETARIAT NOTE:

/il AIUKt

YES NO 5
/-7 /7 / 7 DAR

PLEASE ALSO RESPOND TO AND/OR.C MMENT ON OGC/OPE
MEMORANDUM IF ONE HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THIS PAPER.

NRC-SECY FORM DEC. 80


